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Abstract

The first part of this thesis is concerned with the structure-property relationships in nonionic

surfactant systems. The main aim was to investigate how the surfactant structure influences

the adsorption at interfaces and interactions between surfactant coated interfaces. Particularly,

the effect of the structure of the surfactant headgroups was investigated. These were sugar-

based headgroup with varying size and flexibility and poly(ethylene oxide) based headgroups

with or without an additional amide or ester group. The hydrophobic part of the surfactant

consisted mostly of straight alkyl chains, except for one type of poly(ethylene oxide) based

surfactant with a dehydroabietic hydrophobe.

The main technique that was used is the surface force technique, with which the forces

acting between two adsorbed surfactant layers on hydrophilic or hydrophobic surfaces can be

measured. These forces are important for e.g. the stability of dispersions. The hydrophilic

surfaces employed were glass and mica, whereas the hydrophobic surfaces were silanized

glass and hydrophobized mica. The adsorption behavior on hydrophilic surfaces is highly

dependent on the type of headgroup and surface, whereas similar results were obtained on the

two types of hydrophobic surfaces. To better understand how the surface forces are affected

by the surfactant structure, measurements of adsorbed amount and theoretical mean-field

lattice calculations were carried out. The results show that the sugar surfactant layers and

poly(ethylene oxide) surfactant layers give rise to very different surface forces, but that the

forces are more similar within each group. The structure-property relationships for many

other physical properties have been studied as well. These include equilibrium and dynamic

adsorption at the liquid-vapor interface, micelle size, micelle dynamics, and wetting.

The second part in this thesis is about the aggregation between cationic polyelectrolytes

and an anionic surfactant. The surface force technique was used to study the adsorption of a

low charged cationic polyelectrolyte on mica, and the aggregation between the adsorbed

polyelectrolyte with the anionic surfactant. The aggregation in bulk was studied with

turbidimetry, small angle neutron scattering (SANS), and small angle x-ray scattering

(SAXS). An internal hexagonal aggregate structure was found for some of the bulk

aggregates.

Keywords: nonionic surfactant, sugar surfactant, poly(ethylene oxide), amide, ester,

polyelectrolyte, SDS, hydrophobic surface, glass surface, mica, adsorption, aggregation,

micelle size, surface forces, wetting, dynamic surface tension, NMR, TRFQ, SANS, SAXS,

mean-field lattice calculations.
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Sammanfattning

Första delen i denna avhandling handlar om hur en tensids egenskaper bestäms av dess

struktur. Det huvudsakliga målet var att undersöka hur tensidens struktur påverkar dess

adsorption till gränsytor och växelverkan mellan tensidtäckta ytor. Speciellt undersöktes

effekten av strukturen hos den hydrofila gruppen. De hydrofila grupperna var sockerbaserade

av olika storlek och flexibilitet, samt polyetylenoxidbaserade med eller utan en extra amid-

eller estergrupp. Tensidernas hydrofoba del bestod huvudsakligen av raka alkylkedjor,

förutom för en typ av polyetylenoxidbaserad tensid där den hydrofoba delen bestod av

dehydroabitinsyra.

Den huvudsakliga tekniken som använts är ytkrafttekniken, med vilken man kan mäta

de krafter som verkar mellan två adsorberade tensidlager då man för ihop dessa. Dessa krafter

är viktiga för t.ex. stabiliseringen av dispersioner. De hydrofila ytor som använts var glas och

glimmer, medan de hydrofoba ytorna var silaniserat glas och hydrofoberat glimmer.

Adsorption på hydrofila ytor är starkt beroende av typen av huvudgrupp och typ av yta,

medan liknande resultat erhölls på bägge de hydrofoba ytorna. För att bättre förstå sambandet

mellan de uppmätta ytkrafterna och strukturen hos tensiden, utfördes även separata mätningar

av den adsorberade mängden samt teoretiska medelfältsberäkningar. Resultaten visar att

adsorberade lager av sockerbaserade tensider samt polyetylenoxidbaserade tensider ger

upphov till helt skilda ytkrafter medan dessa är likartade inom de bägge grupperna. Struktur-

egenskapssamband för flera andra fysikaliska egenskaper har också undersöks, till exempel

jämvikts och dynamisk adsorption på vatten-luft gränsytan, micellstorlek, micelldynamik

samt vätning.

Andra delen i denna avhandling handlar om aggregeringen mellan positivt laddade

polyelektrolyter och en negativt laddad tensid, natrium dodecylsulfat (SDS). Ytkrafttekniken

användes för att studera adsorptionen av en lågladdad polyelektrolyt på glimmer, samt

aggregeringen mellan den adsorberade polyelektrolyten och SDS. Aggregeringen i lösningen

studerades med turbidimetri, neutronspridning (SANS) samt röntgenspridning (SAXS). En

inre hexagonal aggregatstruktur uppmättes för några av de bildade aggregaten.
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Summary of papers

Paper I is concerned with the effect of the structure of the sugar surfactant headgroup.

Particular attention is given to the effect of increased flexibility of the sugar headgroup on the

adsorption to liquid-vapor and solid-liquid interfaces. Three different surfactants were

investigated, octyl-β-glucoside (C8β), maltose 6’-O-dodecanoate (C12-maltose ester), and N-

dodecyllactobionamide (LABA). The techniques that were used were surface tension, surface

force apparatus, MASIF, and wetting. It was found that all three surfactants form monolayers

when adsorbed to a hydrophobic interface at concentrations close to the critical micelle

concentration (cmc). The increase in headgroup flexibility leads to higher adsorbed amounts

on both the liquid-vapor and solid-liquid interfaces. This results in a higher van der Waals

attraction between two such monolayers. The most flexible surfactant N-

dodecyllactobionamide is the least efficient wetting agent with the highest γSL. Increased

hydrogen bonding within layers of more flexible surfactants is suggested to explain this

difference.

Paper II deals with the effect of an amide group incorporated into the surfactant headgroup

on the adsorption to hydrophobic liquid-vapor and solid-liquid interfaces. The amide group

containing surfactant tetra(ethylene oxide) n-dodecyl amide (TEDAd) was compared with the

poly(ethylene oxide) n-alkyl ethers C12E5, C10E5, and C12E4. The amide group is more

hydrophilic than the ethylene oxide (EO) group, raising the cloud-point and cmc. For the

same reason the adsorbed amount decreases when an amide group is incorporated at a fixed

surfactant concentration. The adsorbed amount was significantly lower on the solid-liquid

interface than on the liquid-vapor interface at a fixed concentration, but the maximum

adsorbed amount obtained at the cmc was only slightly lower on the solid-liquid interface.

The surface pressure vs. area/molecule isotherms reveal attractive interactions between the

amide groups in the adsorbed layer, which reduces the surface pressure at a fixed

area/molecule. From mean-field lattice model calculations the volume fraction profile of

adsorbed surfactant layers was calculated. Due to the unfavorable interaction between the

hydrocarbon region and the hydrophilic amide group, the boundary between the hydrophobic

and hydrophilic regions in the adsorbed layer becomes better defined. It is suggested that this

could be one of the explanations for the differences found in surface force measurements in

Paper III, besides the attractive amide group interactions.
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Paper III is concerned with the effect of the amide group on interactions between surfactant

layers adsorbed onto hydrophobic surfaces. The same surfactants as in Paper II were used in

this study. Adsorbed layers of TEDAd are thinner and less diffuse than layers of C12E5. The

short-range repulsion starts at shorter distances and the compressibility decreases when the

number of EO-groups in the headgroup decreases. A small adhesion between the surfactant

layers was only found in case of TEDAd. The reason for this is suggested to be a smaller

steric/protrusion force caused by intralayer interactions between the amide groups inside the

adsorbed layer. It is likely the same type of interaction that caused the low surface pressure as

found in Paper II. The force required to squeeze out the surfactant layers from the contact

zone increased with concentration and at the same time the adhesion decreased. The decrease

in adhesion was equal to the surface pressure increase at the solid-liquid interface. In contrast

to ethoxylated surfactants, the sugar surfactant layers investigated in Paper I are less

compressible, show considerably larger adhesion and are not possible to squeeze out under

high compressive forces.

In Paper IV, the properties of the TEDAd, LABA, and C12-maltose ester micelles were

investigated with three different techniques. The aggregation number of the micelles was

determined with time resolved fluorescence quenching (TRFQ) and was 130 (TEDAd), 120

(LABA), and 90 (C12-maltose ester). The measurements were performed at 25 °C in the

concentration range 1 to 4 mM. The aggregation number was approximately constant in this

concentration range. From nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements the cmc and

self-diffusion of monomers and micelles were determined. The hydrodynamic radius

calculated from the micelle self-diffusion indicated that the TEDAd micelles deviated most

from spherical geometry and most likely has a more extended prolate form. The dynamic

surface tension measurements showed that the initial adsorption of TEDAd to the liquid-vapor

interface was diffusion limited, whereas an adsorption barrier was present for LABA and C12-

maltose ester. Analysis of the surface tension decay above the cmc showed that the rate of

demicellization was largest for TEDAd.

Paper V reports on the characterization of three surfactants derived from dehydroabietic acid,

with different poly(ethylene oxide) chain lengths. The results were compared with those of

linear chain CmEn surfactants. The surface tension behavior of the surfactants below cmc

shows that the dehydroabietic hydrophobe behaves similarly as a linear dodecyl chain.

However, the dehydroabietic based surfactants shows a much lower cloud point than the
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corresponding surfactant with a dodecyl chain, and in addition no cmc could be measured for

the surfactant with the longest poly(ethylene oxide) group. The results were rationalized by

considering the effect of the larger size and rigidity of the dehydroabietic hydrophobe

compared to the dodecyl chain, which impose a larger micelle size.

The interaction in bulk and at surfaces between a low positively charged (10%)

polyelectrolye, AM-CMA-10, and a negatively charged surfactant, SDS, was examined in

Paper VI. The paper is a part of a larger investigation concerning the interaction between

polyelectrolytes with different charge densities and SDS. AM-CMA-10 neutralized the

surface charges when adsorbed onto mica and a bridging attraction is observed between two

adsorbed layers of polyelectrolyte. At higher concentrations of polyelectrolyte some

additional adsorption takes place and a long-range DLVO-repulsion between the adsorbed

layers develops even though the bridging attraction at low separations is unaffected. No

aggregation takes place between AM-CMA-10 at low SDS concentrations but a considerable

swelling of the adsorbed layers occurs when the SDS concentration was raised to the critical

surface aggregation concentration (csac) ≈ 0.02×cmc. A significant repulsion is observed

when two such swelled layers are forced into contact and sometimes a sudden collapse of the

layers is observed. These results are different to what is observed if a 100 % charged

polyelectrolyte (PCMA) is used. For PCMA, the csac at the negatively charged mica surface

is higher than for AM-CMA-10 (the reverse is true in bulk), and an oscillating structural force

is observed when the PCMA-SDS layers are forced into contact.

Paper VII is a small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) study of the aggregate structure

between PCMA and SDS. The motivation for this study was to examine if an aggregate

structure could be observed between PCMA and SDS, which would explain the oscillation in

the structural force observed in the surface force experiments mentioned briefly above in the

summary of Paper VI. Without any added SDS a broad scattering peak is observed due to the

mesh size of the PCMA solution. The peak shifts to larger q-values (shorter distances) as the

concentration of the polyelectrolyte is increased. The peak disappears when SDS is added,

and instead a sharp peak is observed at q-values that correspond to a characteristic distance of

37-39 Å. The intensity of this peak grows as SDS is added to exactly match the amount of

charges on the PCMA, while the q-value of the peak remains unchanged. The results are

discussed in relation to the surface force studies.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction to surfactants

A surfactant is a molecule that consists of a water-soluble (hydrophilic or polar) part and an

oil-soluble (hydrophobic or non-polar) part. Examples of different surfactant structures is

given in Figure 9 on page 31 in this thesis. The hydrophilic part is called the headgroup and

the hydrophobic part is called the tailgroup. Surfactants are usually classified according to the

nature of their headgroup. Anionic and cationic surfactants have negatively and positively

charged headgroups, respectively, while zwitterionic surfactants are both positively and

negatively charged (usually dependent on pH). Nonionic surfactant headgroups carry no

charge and these are mainly the ones studied in this thesis. The two different hydrophilic and

hydrophobic parts make the surfactant surface active in the sense that it adsorbs, or

accumulates, at interfaces between polar and non-polar media, so that the headgroup is

solvated in the polar medium and the tailgroup in the non-polar medium. Examples of such

interfaces are those between water and air or between water and oil. An interface between

hydrophobic and hydrophilic media is always energetically unfavorable and a system is

always trying to minimize the interfacial area, thus minimizing the energy of the system. This

is for example the reason why oil droplets in water or water droplets in air obtain spherical

shapes (neglecting gravitational effects).

When a surfactant adsorbs to an interface, the free energy of that interface decreases

(which is the reason for adsorption to occur) and therefore it becomes possible to have larger

interfacial areas in the system. For example, if oil is mixed in water under stirring conditions,

the formed droplets of oil in the water will be quite large. The droplets will eventually

coalesce into bigger droplets to lower the interfacial energy, and then they rise to the surface

due to the lower density of the oil. However, if surfactant is present it will adsorb to the

water-oil interface, lower its surface energy so the droplets of oil will be much smaller and an

emulsion is formed. The emulsion can form a thermodynamically unstable macroemulsion,

which eventually phase separates after some period of time, or a thermodynamically stable

microemulsion. The surfactants ability to lower interfacial energies is also important in the

formation of foams and dispersions.

Besides the ability to lower the surface energy, other properties of the adsorbed

surfactant layer itself are of outmost importance. For example, the bending rigidity, the
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spontaneous curvature and the elasticity of the adsorbed layer.1 All these properties will of

course be highly dependent on the surfactant structure.

1.2 Bulk aggregation

A fundamental property of surfactants is their ability to form aggregates when mixed with

water. Common types of aggregates are micelles. They begin to form at a specific

concentration called the critical micelle concentration, cmc, which is dependent on the

surfactant structure. Below the cmc the surfactants are solubilized as monomers in the

solution. Micelles begin to form at the cmc and all additional surfactant added above the cmc

forms or goes into the micelles. Thus, this means that the monomer concentration is constant

at and above the cmc. The micelles consist of a rather limited number of surfactants, typically

50-150, forming a closed structure in order to minimize the contact between the surfactants

hydrophobic part and the water. The mechanism behind this is called the hydrophobic

effect.2,3 The surfactant tailgroups will constitute the liquid-like hydrophobic interior of the

aggregates while the headgroups form an outer hydrophilic layer towards the water phase.

 The shape of the micelles is dependent on the structure of the surfactant, typically the

relative size of the headgroup and tailgroup. This is often described with the critical packing

parameter, CPP, defined as:

CPP =
v

al
 (1)

where a is the optimal headgroup area and v and l is the volume and length of the surfactant

hydrophobe, respectively.1 Spherical micelles will be formed if CPP<1/3. As CPP increases,

meaning that the relative size of the hydrophobic part increases, the curvature of the

aggregates will decrease and disc-, tablet-, and rodlike micelles are formed. As the

concentration of surfactant increases, the micelles often grow more or less in size and at even

higher concentrations various types of phases can be formed. For example hexagonal

(1/3<CPP<1/2), lamellar (CPP≈1) and cubic (CPP≥1) phases.4 The different phases can have

very different physico-chemical properties, e.g. viscosity and the ability to scatter light.

The ability of surfactants to adsorb to interfaces and lower the interfacial energies, and

their ability to form aggregates and in water as described above are the most important

properties of surfactants. Below follows a description of the two types of non-ionic

surfactants relevant to this thesis.
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1.3 Poly(ethylene oxide) based surfactants

Many types of poly(ethylene oxide) based surfactants can be synthesized, such as ethoxylated

amines, amides, esters, and alcohols. The properties of poly(ethylene oxide) alcohol ether

surfactants (CmEn), which will be described below, have been frequently studied in the

literature. The hydrophilicity of the surfactant is easily varied by changing the number of

ethylene oxide units, n, in the headgroup in relation to the length of the tailgroup, m. These

types of surfactants usually display a rich phase behavior dependent on both temperature and

concentration.5, 6 An increased headgroup size leads to several effects such as, the maximum

adsorbed amount on the liquid-vapor interface decreases while the cmc increases.7, 8 The

micelle size decreases9 with increasing headgroup size, and the micelles usually grow in size

with increasing concentration.9-11

Examples of temperature effects are that increasing the temperature leads to larger

micelle sizes9, 10, 12 and lower cmc:s.8, 13 However, the maximum adsorbed amount on the

liquid-vapor interface is only slightly increased with an increase in temperature.8 Three main

explanations for the temperature dependence have been given. The mechanism proposed by

Kjellander14 is that the ethylene oxide headgroup induces a clathrate-like water structure

around itself, similar to the structure formed around a hydrocarbon chain but also involving

water hydrogen bonds to the ether oxygen. The effect of temperature is due to a change in the

balance between the entropic and enthalpic contributions to this hydration. The second

explanation is that the hydration of the ethylene oxide group decreases with temperature.15-17

The last mechanism proposed by Karlström is that the poly(ethylene oxide) chain changes

conformation at higher temperatures, which makes it more hydrophobic.18

Adsorption behavior on silica displays a cooperative behavior due to the formation of

surface aggregates19-22 and various types of aggregate structures have been proposed such as

globular aggregates23 or small islands of bilayers.24 However, adsorption on hydrophobic

surfaces leads to a continuous monolayer structure.22, 23 These differences are of course due to

which part of the surfactant that interacts favorably with the surface.
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1.4 Sugar based surfactants

Alkyl glucosides and other sugar-based surfactants display some beneficial physical

properties compared to the CmEn surfactants described above. The main difference is that their

properties, such as phase behavior25, 26 are much less sensitive to many factors, e.g.

temperature, surfactant concentration and salinity. It has also been shown that the surfactants

are more lipophobic and hydrophilic compared to surfactants with poly(ethylene oxide) head-

groups.27, 28 In addition, there is a short-range but relatively strong attractive interaction

between hydrophobic surfaces coated with sugar based surfactants.29, 30 For further

information see refs31-33 concerning properties of alkyl glycosides, alkyl polyglycosides and

other polyhydroxyl-based surfactants. Another advantage with the sugar-based surfactants are

that they are made from renewable raw materials, are easily biodegradable, and have been

shown to be mild to the skin.31

The sugar surfactant headgroup can be varied in a large number of ways, for example

by using different types of sugars such as glucose, maltose, and lactose, which can be

combined in various ways to produce larger head-groups with different degree of flexibility.

Minor differences in structure can significantly affect their properties.34 The solubility is

particularly affected since the stability of the solid crystal is largely affected by the

stereochemistry.34 Besides the isomerism of the sugar head-group it is also possible to link the

hydrophobic tailgroup in axial (α-isomer) or equatorial (β-isomer) position to the sugar

group. The α and β  anomers of alkylglucosides have different properties, such as different

phase behavior35 and solubility36, 37 where the α-anomer is often less soluble, due to more

favorable crystal packing.38, 39 However, the interactions between water and the two anomeric

forms in solution appears to be very similar.29, 36, 37

It is possible to vary the type of linkage between the head-group and the hydrophobic

part, e.g. using a glycosidic linkage (as in C8β, see Figure 9 on page 31), an ester linkage (as

in C12-maltose ester, see Figure 9) or an amide linkage (as in LABA, see Figure 9). The type

of bond will influence the surfactant stability at varying conditions. Glucosides and esters

hydrolyze at low pH whereas amides are more stable under such conditions.33 Glucosides are

stable at high pH when amides to some degree, but particularly esters, are sensitive towards

hydrolysis.33
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1.5 Polyelectrolyte-surfactant interactions

Polyelectrolytes are used in a number of technical applications, such as film and textile

industry, paper industry, mining industry and in medicine and pharmacy. With

polyelectrolytes you can change the surface properties of colloids, rheology of solutions,

wettability etc. In particular, cationic polyelectrolytes are used in the industry because of their

ability to interact with and condition negatively charged surfaces. Using surfactants in

combination with polyelectrolytes increases the width of the applications even further, and

mixtures of polymers and surfactants in aqueous solution have been used for emulsification,

colloidal stabilization or flocculation as well as reology control.40

Many reviews and books concerning the association between polyelectrolytes and

oppositely charged surfactants have been written.40-43 The interaction can be understood

considering electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.40 At low concentrations, the surfactant

binds individually to the polyelectrolyte through electrostatic interactions. Some degree of

hydrophobic interaction can also contribute depending on the hydrophobicity of the

polyelectrolyte. A cooperative association occurs at the critical aggregation concentration,

cac, as the concentration is raised due to hydrophobic interactions between the surfactant tails.

The cac is always lower than the cmc because of the entropy increase for the polyelectrolyte

and surfactant counterions following the aggregation. This aggregation process leads in some

cases to a bead-and-necklace type structure, where surfactant aggregates are located along the

polyelectrolyte chain.44

The association behavior between the polyelectrolytes studied in this thesis and sodium

dodecyl sulphate in bulk and at mica surfaces has been extensively studied.45-47 A bead-and-

necklace structure was originally believed to be the cause for oscillations observed in surface

force measurements46 when two polyelectrolyte-surfactant covered mica surfaces were forced

together. However, the small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurement did not indicate

the presence of micelles on the polyelectrolyte chain47 and this led us to suggest another

structure as will be discussed further in the last part of this thesis.
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2. Surface Forces

Different types of surface interactions will be discussed in this section in order to introduce

some basic concepts, which will be used in the following sections. Only a very brief

description will be given of the different types of forces and for a more detailed description, I

will refer to the articles and other references included in this thesis. The same principal type

of forces act between surfaces as between individual molecules but the forces typically

become much more long ranged between surfaces. For example the van der Waals force

decays as D-3 between two flat surfaces, where D is the surface separation, whereas it decays

as D-7 between individual molecules.

2.1 van der Waals forces

Van der Waals forces are always present between molecules and surfaces, and they are a

result of the electromagnetic waves created by the electron motions around the nuclei and the

motions of permanent dipoles. Correlations between the electromagnetic waves propagating

from different objects result in a long-range force between the objects. There are three main

contributions to van der Waals force between molecules, the interaction between rotating

permanent dipoles (Keesom force), between one rotating permanent dipole and one induced

dipole (Debye force), and between induced dipoles (London or dispersion force). It is only the

dispersion force that always is present regardless of the chemical nature of the molecules or

surfaces, and it is usually the most important contribution to the van der Waals force.

However, the van der Waals force is reduced due to the fact that it takes a finite time for the

electromagnetic waves to propagate and interact. This is referred to as the retardation effect

and it becomes more important as the distance between the interacting bodies increases. Only

the non-retarded van der Waals force will be considered in this thesis.

In a first attempt to calculate the van der Waals force between macroscopic bodies all

pair potential interactions between the atoms in the interacting bodies were added.48 This

method is referred to as the Hamaker summation method and assumes pair wise additivity of

the pair potentials. However, the presence of a third atom affects the van der Waals

interaction between two other atoms so the assumed additivity is not correct. This problem is

avoided in the Lifshitz theory, where the interacting bodies are treated as continuous media

and the interaction is calculated from the bulk dielectric properties of the materials.49 Further
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advantages with the Lifshitz theory is that it is also applicable to interactions in a medium and

accounts for temperature effects.

The van der Waal interaction energy as a function of separation, Wvdw(D), for the most

important geometries in the field of surface force measurements are:
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1 2
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W D
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12 2π

(for two flat surfaces) (4)

Eq 3 is also valid for a sphere against a flat surface, if RC is the sphere radius. In all cases R

should be >> D for eqs 2-4 to be valid. The force, F, is given by, F=–dWvdw(D)/dD. The

expressions for the van der Waals interaction are the same in both the Hamaker and the

Lifshitz theory, and the only difference is the evaluation of the so-called Hamaker constant, A,

used in the formulas. In the Lifshitz theory A for two macroscopic bodies 1 and 2 in a medium

3 is approximately given by:3
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where, εi = the static dielectric constant for medium i, νe = the main electronic absorption

frequency in the UV region assumed to be the same for all three media, ni =  the refractive

index of medium i in the visible region, k = the Boltzmann constant, h = Planck's constant,

and T = the absolute temperature. Practical implications of eq 5 is that the van der Waals force

between two identical bodies is always attractive and that the magnitude of the van der Waals

attraction decreases as the difference between the dielectric properties of the medium and the

particles decreases. This means that if two surfaces that normally would have a high attractive

van der Waals force in water are covered with a water-like (surfactant or polymer) layer, then
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the van der Waals force will decrease and so will the tendency for the particles to flocculate.

Note also that the van der Waals force between two different bodies interacting across a

medium can be either repulsive or attractive depending on the dielectric properties of the three

media.

In the surface force experiments carried out in this thesis work, the usual situation is

that the surfaces are covered with a layer of adsorbed molecules. The Hamaker constant can

in such a case be evaluated with the following equation:3
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where A232 = the Hamaker constant for layer-solution-layer, A123 = the Hamaker constant for

surface-layer-solution, A121 = the Hamaker constant for surface-layer-surface, T = the

thickness of the layer, and D = the distance between the surfaces. This expression was used in

Paper I. However, uncertainties in other experimental factors such as the Hamaker constants

in eq 6, often makes the use of the equation unnecessary and instead an effective Hamaker

constant with a value independent of D was used in Paper III. (The relation between F(D)/RC

and W(D) will be described later in section 3.1.3.)

2.2 Electrostatic double layer forces

Most surfaces are charged when immersed in aqueous solutions. The origin of the charge can

be adsorption of ions, e.g. ionic surfactant, or other substances from the solution, but most

often ionization or dissociation of surface groups is the cause for the charge. Oppositely

charged ions (counterions) will be attracted to the surface and ions with the same charge (co-

ions) will be repelled. The ions outside the surface will form the so-called electric double-

layer (Figure 1a). In the inner Stern layer, closest to the surface, strong electrostatic and non-

electrostatic attractions bind and immobilize the counterions to the surface. In the outer

diffuse layer, the concentration of the counterions decreases with increasing distance from the

surface and the concentration of co-ions increases (Figure 1b). The diffuse layer is created as

a result of a balance between electrostatic interactions between the ions and the surface,

between the ions, and the thermal motion of the ions. It can be described by the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation at an infinite flat surface:
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where ε0 = permittivity of vacuum, εr = relative permittivity of the medium/solution, ψ(x) =

electrostatic potential at distance x from the surface, e = elementary charge, zi = valency of ion

i, ci,0 = number density of ion i, k = Boltzmann constant and T = temperature.
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Figure 1a. Distribution of ions in the Figure 1b. Variation of potential and

electrical double layer. ion concentration in the double layer

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation can be solved analytically for different situations by using

the correct boundary conditions valid for that particular situation, e.g. to calculate the

potential at distance x from an isolated charged surface or the potential across the gap between

two closely situated charged surfaces.

The potential distribution away from an isolated charge surface is:
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     (for symmetric z:z electrolytes)  (8)

where the surface potential, ψ0, is included above through the relation Γ0=tanh(zeψ0/4kT). The

Debye-length, κ-1, is a measure of the thickness of the diffuse layer:
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For example κ-1 in 0.1mM NaCl is 30.4 nm and κ-1 in 0.1 M NaCl concentration is 0.96 nm.

This means that the double layer repulsion usually is negligible at surface separations over 1

nm in 0.1 M NaCl solution. The surface potential is related to the surface charge, σ, through

eq 10, known as the Grahame equation:

σ ε ε
ψ

= 





( ) sinh/8
20 0

1 2 0kTc
ze

kTr (for symmetric z:z electrolytes) (10)

Here we can see that the bulk concentration of ions influences the relation between the surface

charge and surface potential. For example, for a given surface potential, the surface charge

increases as the bulk concentration of ions increases.

The origin of the double-layer force. Two similarly charged surfaces will repel each other

when forced together and the diffuse layers start to overlap. It can be shown that the repulsive

pressure as a function of surface separation, P(D), between the surfaces is simply the excess

osmotic pressure in the midplane between the surfaces, πmidplane,  over the osmotic pressure in

the bulk, πbulk:

P(D)=πmidplane-πbulk= kT c midplane c bulki i
ii

( ) ( )−








∑∑  (11)

where

c midplane c bulk
z e midplane

kTi i
i( ) ( )exp

( )
=

−





ψ
(12)

ψ ( )midplane  is given from the solution of eq 7 with the appropriate boundary conditions. The

interaction free energy per unit area Wel(D) is obtained by integrating eq 11 with respect to D

from D=∞ to D. It should be realized that the cause of the repulsion is not an electrostatic

repulsion between the charged surfaces, but is rather an osmotic repulsion, caused by an

increasing ion concentration between the surfaces as they are approaching each other. The

total amount of excess counterions between the surfaces is always equal to the surface charges

due to the electroneutrality condition. By reducing the available space for the ions when the
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surfaces are coming together, the concentration of ions between the surfaces will inevitably

increase and so will the repulsive force.

When calculating the double-layer force two boundary conditions for the surfaces are

usually considered, constant surface charge or constant surface potential. At constant surface

charge no ions adsorb to the surface as they approach each other even though the

concentration of ions between the surfaces becomes higher at shorter surface separation. At

constant surface potential the concentration of ions just outside the surface is constant as well,

which means that the surface charge must be reduced by ion adsorption or some other charge-

regulating mechanism. The two cases represent the upper (constant charge) and lower

(constant potential) limits for the magnitude of the double-layer force, and most cases both

the charge and potential will change as the surface separation decreases.

2.3 DLVO-theory

In the DLVO-theory for colloidal stability50, 51 the total interaction energy between two

surfaces is calculated as the sum of the electrostatic double-layer energy and the van der

Waals energy, Wtot = Wvdw+Wel. The van der Waals forces dominates at very large separations

but these forces are usually too low to be measured in the surface force apparatus. At

intermediate separations, when the double-layers start to overlap, the repulsive double layer

force will dominate the interaction if the ionic strength is not too high. The van der Waals

force will eventually pull the surfaces into contact at very low surface separations.

2.4 Non-DLVO forces

As it became possible to directly measure the surface interactions it was found that the

DLVO-theory did not sufficiently describe the interaction forces at all separations. The most

important non-DLVO forces will be described in this section.

2.4.1 Short range hydration and structural forces

The continuum approximation assumed in the DLVO-theory breaks down at very small

surface separations. For example the assumption that ions are point charges and that the liquid

medium is homogeneous. The finite size of the solvent molecules will give rise to structural

forces between surfaces at short separations because the molecules in the gap between the
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surfaces can only be accommodated in certain arrangements. These constraints lead to an

oscillatory density profile extending several molecular diameters into the liquid and results in

an oscillatory force between two approaching surfaces. The periodicity of the oscillations is

found to be close to some characteristic size of the molecules in the liquid, and the amplitude

of the oscillations increases with decreasing surface separation. The oscillations will be less

pronounced or completely absent when the molecules are asymmetric and flexible or when

the surfaces are rough on the molecular level. In these cases and when the liquid molecules

have a high affinity for the surface a monotonic repulsive solvation force is generated. The

solvation force is called a hydration force when the medium is an aqueous solution. A

hydration force can also be present between layers of surfactant or polymer when these need

to be dehydrated as the layers are brought closer together.

2.4.2 Hydrophobic Interaction

It has been found that an attractive force, much larger than the expected van der Waals force,

acts between hydrophobic surfaces immersed in aqueous solutions. Many different

explanations for the long-range attraction have been suggested but even up to this date the

cause is not clear. Some of the suggestions that have been proposed will be mentioned below.

One explanation is that the water molecules close to the hydrophobic surface are reoriented

much like the situation that exists close to a hydrocarbon chain in solution. The attraction

between two hydrophobic surfaces would in such case be similar to the hydrophobic

attraction between hydrocarbon chains in solution, i.e. the hydrophobic effect.52 Another

suggestion is that submicroscopic bubbles or cavities are formed at the surfaces and creates a

bridge between the surfaces as these are approached.53 This explanation is somewhat similar

to the suggestion that the attraction is caused by fluctuations in the water film.54 Other

suggestions have been that the force is of electrostatic origin,55 is based on hydrodynamic

fluctuations,56 ion correlation forces,57 changes in adsorption with decreasing surface

separation58 or the mobility of surface groups.59 It seems that no theory is consistent with all

experimental data and it may well be that different models are applicable to different surfaces

depending on the microscopic structure of the hydrophobic coating. For further discussions,

see the recent review by Christenson and Claesson.60
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2.4.3 Steric forces

Steric repulsive forces are caused by the reduced conformational freedom of adsorbed

molecules and changes in molecule/solvent interactions as two surfaces are approached. They

are present in both surfactant and polymer systems and increases in magnitude and range with

the size of the adsorbed molecules. Besides the steric force caused by the restricted

conformational freedom of the adsorbed molecules a special type of less long-range steric

interaction can occur in surfactant systems61 due to that the motions of the molecules at an

interface is reduced by the proximity of another interface. This gives rise to a decrease in

entropy and thus a repulsive force. Three types of motions that give rise to this type of

interaction can be distinguished. The forces caused by the bending motion of fluid bilayers

are called undulation forces and those generated by thickness fluctuations are termed

peristaltic forces. Also the motion of individual molecules perpendicular to the bilayer may

generate a repulsive force. This force is called the steric-protrusion force. Of the three types of

steric forces it is only the protrusion force that may exist between surfactant layers adsorbed

on solid surfaces and thus it is this force contribution that is of importance in this thesis.

2.4.4 Special forces due to the presence of polymers and polyelectrolytes

Polymers are very large molecules, and a polyelectrolyte is a polymer that carries charges on

the polymer chain. Due to their large size some special interactions can occur in the presence

of polymers. Bridging is an attractive force observed between surfaces in the presence of

polymers that are attracted to both surfaces. As the name “polymer bridging” suggests the

attraction is a result of that the polymers form a bridge between the surfaces. This “bridge”

does not necessarily mean that the polymers need to adsorb on both surfaces, but it is

sufficient that different parts of a polymer between the surfaces are attracted to different

surfaces.62 Because of the long range of electrostatic forces, polymer bridging is generally

largest in systems where polyelectrolytes are adsorbed on oppositely charged surfaces. A

bridging force will occur once a polyelectrolyte chain crosses the midplane between the

surfaces and is attracted to both surfaces.62

Patch charge attraction and depletion attraction are other types of attractive forces that

can be encountered in polymer systems. Patch charge attraction is a result of that

polyelectrolyte adsorption onto oppositely charged surfaces can form patches where the

surface charge is overcompensated.63 The surface will then contain positively and negatively

charged patches, which can attract oppositely charged patches on a second surface. Depletion
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attraction is caused by the osmotic attractive force due to the expulsion of non-adsorbing

polymers between the two surfaces.4 Patch charge attraction and depletion attraction were not

encountered in the work of this thesis so a deeper discussion of these forces will be omitted.
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3. Experimental Techniques

3.1 Surface force techniques

It is nowadays possible to measure the forces acting between macroscopic surfaces, colloidal

particles and air-liquid interfaces with a range of methods. Each method has its own

advantages and disadvantages, some of which are being discussed below. A more thorough

discussion is provided in ref64.

3.1.1 Interferometric Surface Force Apparatus (SFA)

There are many different designs of the interferometric surface force apparatus, SFA,65-68

depicted schematically in Figure 2.

550 nm

White light

560 nm

To
spectrometer

Movable by
motor

Movable by
piezo

Piezo

Double cantilever
spring

Surfaces

D

2x

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the interferometric surface force apparatus.65

The preferred substrate in the SFA is muscovite mica, an aluminosilicate mineral that is easily

cleaved into large molecularly smooth sheets. The main advantage of the interferometric

surface force apparatus over non-interferometric techniques is that the use of optical

interferometry allows the determination of absolute surface separations whereas the other

techniques only measure distances relative to a “hard wall”. The possibility to measure

absolute distances with the SFA makes it possible to determine the adsorbed layer thickness

and thereby reveal the orientation of asymmetric molecules on surfaces. The optical

interference technique also allows studies of a range of phenomena such as surface

deformation, local radius of curvature of the surfaces, phase separation and measurements of
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refractive index. The main drawbacks with the SFA are that it is a slow technique and that

relatively few types of substrate surfaces fulfill the requirements of being sheet-like,

transparent and molecularly smooth. The substrate surfaces will be discussed further in

section 4 (page 28) below.

In a typical experiment the surfaces are mounted in a crossed cylinder configuration

inside the surface force apparatus. The upper surface can be moved vertically by the piezo-

electric tube. The lower surface is mounted on a double cantilever spring and it is also

movable by a motor. White light enters from below and the surface separation is calculated

from the interferometric pattern, which is analyzed in a spectrometer.  The elliptic light

patterns in the spectrometer (fringes) are created by the light-interference between the silvered

backsides of the surfaces. The SFA can contain about 400 ml of solution. The accuracy of the

distance between the surfaces can be determined to about 0.2 nm

Determination of the spring constant, k. The spring constant of the double-cantilever spring

is easily determined by measuring the deflection of the spring, x, at different applied weights

(or force, F) and using Hookes law: F = kx. Small jumps in the surface separation is often

observed during a surface force measurement. These occur when the gradient of the force

dF/dD  exceeds the spring constant of the double cantilever spring. At that point the

mechanical system becomes unstable and the surfaces spontaneously move to the next stable

region of the force curve. These jumps usually occur when the van der Waals force or

hydrophobic force pulls the surfaces into contact, or when two adhering surfaces are

separated. By increasing the spring constant it is possible to reduce the range of these steps

and to obtain a more complete surface force curve.

Determination of radius. The local mean radius of curvature, RC, of the surfaces is given

from the shape of the fringes. RC=x2/2D as shown in Figure 2. This is the radius used in eq 3

(see also section 3.1.3). The resolution of the normalized force, F/RC, is about 10 µN/m.
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3.1.2. Non-interferometric Surface Force Apparatus (MASIF)

The principle of the MASIF instrument is shown in Figure 3. The upper surface can be moved

vertically by the piezo tube, with a know distance given by the signal from the LVDT

(linearly variable displacement transducer) connected to the piezo. The lower surface is

mounted on a bimorph, which acts as a spring and also monitors the deflection of the lower

surface.

To charge
amplifier

LVDTPiezo tube

Teflon
diaphragm

Bimorph

Teflon seal

Glass surfaces

Motor
translation

Teflon sheath

Clamps for the
bimorph

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the MASIF instrument.

In short, the bimorph consists of two piezoelectric thin slabs glued together like a sandwich

with a metal strip in between. When the bimorph is deflected one of the slabs is compressed

and the other is stretched. This creates a charge on the bimorph, which is linearly proportional

to the deflection (and the force). The main difference between the MASIF and the SFA

described above is that no interferometric measurements are used in the MASIF. This means

that opaque substrates as well as substrate surfaces with different geometries can be used in

the MASIF, which is a considerable advantage.

Data analysis. The raw data will in principle look like in Figure 4a where the signal from the

bimorph is plotted as a function of the displacement of the upper surface given by the LVDT

signal. The experiment follows the path of the arrows indicated in the figure. In the beginning

of the experiment when there is no force acting between the surfaces the bimorph output will

be zero. A repulsive force starts to act between the surfaces at about 500 nm displacement and

the bimorph deflects downwards (positive voltages). The deflection increases as the surface
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separation decreases and suddenly a small step downwards of the bimorph output occurs. This

step indicates that the surfaces are pulled together by an attractive force for example a

hydrophobic or a van der Waals force. The surfaces are in contact as the displacement

increases to its maximum value at 950 nm and then again decreases to 450 nm as the upper

surface is moved upwards.
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Figure 4a. The raw data output from the Figure 4b. The calculated curve measured

MASIF experiment. on approach. The force is given by multiplying

the bimorph deflection with the spring constant

At this point the surfaces jumps apart and the bimorph oscillates around the equilibrium

position at zero volt output. In the analysis procedure one defines a baseline in the region

when there is no force between the surfaces, and also the region where the lower surface is

moved downward with the same rate as the upper surface, the “hard-wall” contact region.

This region is also called the constant compliance region (Figure 4a). These two regions are

shown by the dashed squares in Figure 4a. The resulting curve will look as in Figure 4b. The

force is then given simply by multiplying the bimorph deflection with the spring constant of

the bimorph. The surface separation in Figure 4b is given with respect to the hard-wall

contact, which means that the actual surface separation is not known. In fact, it is possible to

obtain a constant compliance region between adsorbed layers if they are strongly adsorbed.

The thickness of such a layer cannot be determined with the MASIF. Obviously this is one of

the great disadvantages with this technique.
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Another problem concerning the measurements in this thesis is that the steric

interactions between surfactant layers are of such short range. This puts a high requirement on

the quality of the constant compliance region (e.g. no electronic drifts in the signals).

Determination of the spring constant, k. The spring constant can be determined by two

different methods, here referred to as the static and the dynamic method. In the static method

the deflection of the bimorph, x, at different applied weights is measured with a microscope.

The deflection is proportional to the applied weight (or force, F) according to Hooks law: F =

kx. In the dynamic method the resonance frequency of the bimorph, ω = (k/m)1/2, is measured

at different applied weights. By rewriting the above expression as 1/ω 2 = m/k it is seen that k

can be determined from the slope of the 1/ω 2 versus m curve. The problem with the dynamic

method is that it has been found to overestimate the spring constant due to inertia effects of

the relatively large mass of the surface holder at the end of the bimorph.69 Problems with the

static method are that the bimorph does not act as a perfectly elastic material and the

deflection increases with time after the weight has been applied. This effect can be reduced by

applying the weight as gently as possible, using small weights, and measure the deflection as

quickly as possible. The smallest weight to obtain a deflection with reasonable accuracy

(≈±7%) was 0.1 g and k was found to be constant, i.e. the bimorph act as a linear spring, up to

at least 0.2 g. Note that the forces measured in the surface force experiments corresponds to

weight between about 2 µg and 0.01g.

The dynamic method was used in Paper I while the static method was used in Paper III.

This should be kept in mind when quantitatively comparing F/R values in Papers I and III.

Typically the forces in Paper I need to be decreased by 25 % to obtain the values that would

have been calculated by using the more accurate spring constant obtained from the static

method.

Determination of radius. The radius of the surfaces is measured by using a micrometer

screw (≈2 mm). It is hereby assumed that that the macroscopic radius is equal to the local

mean radius of curvature at the contact area. This has been shown to be a good

approximation.70
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3.1.3 The Derjaguin approximation

In the SFA and MASIF surface force techniques it is the force between the surfaces that is

measured. For the exact same type of surface force, the measured force will depend on the

geometry of the interacting surfaces, typically it increases as the surfaces become more flat,

i.e. the radius increases. Intuitively, it would then be difficult to compare the results from

experimental setups with different surface geometries. Fortunately there exists a useful and

simple relationship between the force measured between curved surfaces and the interaction

energy between flat surfaces, Gf(D) (=Wtot, see section 2.3). This relationship is called the

Derjaguin approximation, which is valid provided the range of the interaction is much smaller

than the radius of the surfaces and provided the surfaces are non-deformable:3, 71
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where subscript C stands for crossed cylinder geometry, and S for two spherical surfaces.

3.2 Surface tension measurements

The surface tension is perhaps the most important concept in surface and colloid science

because of the large surface areas present in these systems, for example in foams, dispersions

and emulsions. The surface tension can be measured by a range of different methods and the

two methods employed in this thesis work will be described here.

3.2.1 Wilhelmy plate method

The measuring principle behind the Wilhelmy plate method is quite simple and depicted in

Figure 5. A platinum plate, fastened to a balance, is immersed deep in the solution and

withdrawn to the position shown in the figure where the buoyancy force is zero. Provided the

contact angle is zero between the plate and the solution, the surface tension of the liquid-

vapor interface, γLV, is given by the force F on the plate divided with the perimeter L of the

platinum plate (γLV =F/L).
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Force

Water solution

Zero contact
angle

Platinum
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Figure 5. The Wilhelmy plate method

3.2.2 Dynamic Surface Tension

The principle of the maximum bubble pressure surface tension measurement is depicted in

Figure 6. Gas is pumped into the solution through a small capillary with radius, R. The excess

pressure, P, inside the gas flow increases as the bubble grows at the capillary tip and reaches

the maximum value, Pmax, at the instant when a bubble hemisphere is formed at the tip (Figure

6). The pressure decreases quickly as the bubble grow in size after this point and start to

increase again when a new bubble start to form. The surface tension when Pmax is obtained is

given by the Laplace equation γLV=PmaxR/2. The lifetime of the surface, tl, is given by the time

it takes to form the hemisphere (Figure 6), and it can be varied by increasing or decreasing the

gasflow through the capillary. Hence, during the experiment the gas flow in varied in a

stepwise manner and Pmax, which gives the surface tension, and tl is registered at each fixed

gas flow.

Pmax

Water solution

Bubbles

Bubble
hemisphere

        

P [Pa]

t [s]

Pmax

Pmin t

t
l

b

Figure 6. Maximum bubble pressure tensiometry. At t=tl a bubble hemisphere is formed at the

tip of the capillary and Pmax is reached. tb is the total bubble life time.
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3.3 Wetting

The contact angle between a liquid and a surface can be measured by two different main

methods.72, 73 In the sessile drop measurement (Figure 7a) a drop of liquid is put on the solid

surface and the contact angle is visually measured by using a goniometer. In the Wilhelmy

plate wetting method (Figure 7b) the plate is put on a weight-measuring device and immersed

into the liquid. The contact angle is calculated from the force on the plate by using eq 14

(Youngs equation).

τ γ θ γ γ= = = −F L LV SV SL/ cos (14)

where F is the force given by the scale corrected with the buoyancy force on the plate and L is

the perimeter of the plate. γxy is the surface tension of the interface between x and y. To

calculate the contact angle from the wetting tension, τ, one needs to measure γLV in a separate

measurement.

S
L

V
θ γ(SV)

γ(SL)

γ(LV)

           

F

γ(LV)

γ(SV)

γ(SL)
θ

Figure 7a. Sessile drop method            Figure 7b. Wilhelmy plate wetting method

3.4 Ellipsometry

The adsorbed amount on solid surfaces can be conveniently measured with null-ellipsometry.

The requirements on the substrates are that they should be reflective and smooth. In short, the

light is first passed through a polarizer and then a compensator before being reflected at the

surface. The reflected light is then passed through an analyzer and a finally a filter for the

desired wavelength before reaching the detector. The purpose of the compensator, which is

fixed during the experiment, is to make the light elliptically polarized. During the experiment

the polarizer and analyzer is rotated so that the detected light intensity becomes as small as
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possible, thereby the name “null”-ellipsometry. When the light intensity reaches minimum,

the polarizer is at the correct angle so that the reflected light becomes linearly polarized,

which the analyzer can cancel. From the settings of the polarizer and analyzer, the

ellipsometric angles Ψ and ∆ can be determined. From these parameters the thickness, df, and

refractive index, nf, of the adsorbed layer can be calculated. The adsorbed amount is

calculated from the formula:74

Γ =
−







d n n

dn

dc

f f( )0  (15)

where  dn/dc is the refractive index increment of the surfactant solution.

3.5 PGSE-NMR self diffusion

The pulsed field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (PGSE-NMR) technique was used to

measure the self-diffusion of surfactants in aqueous solution. By measuring the self-diffusion

as a function of surfactant concentration it is possible to calculate the diffusion of the

monomer and the micelles, and to obtain a bulk measurement of the critical micelle

concentration. Presumably this method is less sensitive to surface active impurities than the

cmc determination from surface tension measurements. For further information on the

technique see Paper IV and refs75, 76.

3.6 Time resolved fluorescence quenching (TRFQ)

TRFQ was used in Paper IV to determine micellar aggregation numbers. In short, a

fluorescence probe is added to a surfactant sample containing an unknown concentration of

micelles, cm. The concentration of probe is sufficiently low so that essentially no micelle

contains more than one probe. A quencher that goes into the micelles is then added at

different concentrations cq (keeping the amount of micelles constant). From the decay of the

fluorescence intensity at the different quencher concentrations it is possible to calculate the

average number of quenchers per micelle, q . Since q  is equal to cq/cm an accurate estimate of

cm can be made. For further information on the technique see Paper IV and ref77.
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3.7 Scattering techniques

Common to all scattering techniques is that radiation is led through the sample containing the

scattering entities and the scattered radiation is measured as a function of the scattering angle

θ (Figure 8a). The scattered intensity depends on the wavelength of the radiation, the type of

substance, the size of the scattering entities, and the interactions between these objects in the

sample. The wavelength is chosen with respect to the size of the objects one intends to study.

Here we are only interested in so-called elastic scattering, i.e. the scattered radiation has the

same wavelength as the incident radiation, in contrast to inelastic scattering. If the particles

are much smaller than the wavelength of the radiation all parts of the particle are subjected to

the same electrical field at all times and Rayleigh scattering occurs. Lord Rayleigh derived an

expression for this type of scattering already in 1871, relating the scattered intensity, I, as a

function of θ to the initial intensity of the light, the wavelength, and the polarizability of the

particles. However, when the size of the particles becomes comparable to the wavelength of

the radiation, as is the case in colloidal systems, the electrical field is not the same at all points

in the scattering object. The scattered radiation from different part of the object will then

interfere (see enlarged section in Figure 8a) and a more complicated scattering pattern is

observed.

Sample
Radiation
source

Detector

θ

k 0

k

k 0

q

λ

I(
q)

q

Figure 8a. The scattering experiment Figure 8b. One of the many types of curves

that can be obtained in a scattering

experiment.

Mainly three types of radiation are used in scattering experiments, light (400 < λ < 700 nm),

x-rays (0.01 < λ < 10 nm), and neutrons (0.1 < λ < 1 nm). Roughly speaking, the different

types of radiation are suitable for studying sizes with the same characteristic lengths as the
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wavelength of the particular radiation. For instance, the size of large colloidal aggregates (100

nm–1µm), can be determined by using light scattering. If one then is interested in the internal

structure of the aggregates, x-rays or neutrons must be used. In the work of this thesis only the

latter two types of radiation have been employed. By using small angle scattering techniques

it is possible to study aggregates much larger than the wavelength. For further information on

the subject see ref78.

Definition of q. The result from a scattering experiment is intensity of the scattered radiation,

I, as a function of q (Figure 8b). q is the magnitude of the scattering vector r r r
q k k= − 0 (Figure

8a), from which follows that q = rq =
4

2
π
λ

θsin( / ) . Without going into further details, it is

possible to extract information about the structure of the sample from the I versus q curve.

One procedure is basically to fit a model so that the calculated scattered intensity agrees with

the experimentally obtained intensity. A problem is that several different models may fit the

scattering curve, so one should try to measure as large q-interval as possible, for instance by

combining different techniques.

3.7.1 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS).

Neutrons interact only with the nuclei of the atoms. The scattering efficiency does not show

any systematic trend with atomic number as in case of X-ray scattering but it has by now been

determined experimentally. The main advantage with neutron scattering is the large difference

in scattering efficiency between hydrogen and deuterium. For example, micelles of deuterated

surfactant are readily investigated in aqueous solution. It is also possible to cancel out the

scattering from any chosen molecule, or part of molecule, in an aqueous solution by mixing

the proper amounts of H2O and D2O (called contrast-matching). This procedure was used in

Paper VII where the aggregate structure of polyelectrolyte-surfactant complexes was

investigated.

3.7.2 Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).

X-rays are scattered by electrons so the results from a SAXS experiment is the spatial

distribution of electrons in the sample. In practice this means that the amount of scattered

radiation or scattering efficiency increases with the atomic number and, if polyelectrolytes are

studied, scattering from counterions have to be taken into account.
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The regular pattern in a crystal gives rise to a sequence of Bragg peaks in the scattering

data, the relative locations of which depends on the symmetrical pattern of the crystal. The

peaks in the scattering spectra is the result of interplanar spacings dhkl in the crystal, where h,

k, l are integer numbers denoted the Miller indices, so that the peak positions are located at

qhkl = 2π/dhkl. For a structure that only extends in one dimension, e.g. stacks of lamellar sheets

ordered on top of each other k = l = 0 and in the corresponding scattering spectra a series of

peaks located qh = 2π/dh = 2πh/a where a is the unit cell length equal to, for this particular

case, the distance between the centers of two lamellae and h = 1, 2, 3 etc. Similarly, for a 2-

dimensional hexagonal pattern of long rods l = 0 and

d
ahk = + +( )





−4

3 2
2 2

1 2

h k hk
/

 (16)

implying the positions in a SAXS spectrum to be located at

q
d ahk

hk

= = + +
2 4

3
2 2π π

h k hk  (17)

where the unit cell length a is the distance between the centres of two adjacent rods. This

means that the relative distance between Bragg peaks in a 2-dimensional hexagonal structure

is q10:q11:q20:q21:q30:q22 = 1: 3 :2: 7 :3 etc.
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3.8 Theoretical Calculations

Theoretical mean-field lattice calculations of surfactant adsorption on a hydrophobic surface

was performed by using the Scheutjens-Fleer theory, first developed for describing the

structure of adsorbed homopolymer layers on solid surfaces,79, 80 and later extended to block

copolymers.81 The calculation were performed with the program POLYMER written by Prof.

Per Linse, Physical Chemistry 1, in Lund, who is also the co-author of Paper II. The aim of

the calculations was to examine the effect on the adsorbed amount and volume fraction profile

in the adsorbed layer by incorporating a different segment between the hydrophilic and

hydrophobic parts of the surfactant. This segment is meant to represent an amide group. In

short the calculation was performed in two steps. First, the adsorption of different CmEn

surfactants was modeled with previously used interaction parameters to show that the

calculations gave results that were consistent with experimental observations. In the next

stage, a segment of a different type, resembling an amide group, was incorporated between

the hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts. The interaction parameters of this segment were fitted

so that the adsorbed amount was equal to the experimentally obtained value for tetra(ethylene

oxide)dodecyl amide (TEDAd).

The calculated interaction forces between two adsorbed surfactant layers were found to

agree qualitatively with the experimental observations. Similar calculations have previously

been performed on poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(butylene oxide) diblock copolymers.82 For more

details of the calculations see Paper II.
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4. Substrate surfaces and materials

4.1 Hydrophilic surfaces

Two different types of hydrophilic surfaces have been used in the work of this thesis even

though most of the work was done with hydrophobic surfaces. Muscovite mica was used in

the SFA and glass surfaces in the MASIF.

Muscovite mica. Muscovite mica is an aluminosilicate mineral with the ideal formula

KAl2(AlSi3)O10(OH)2. The mineral is easily cleaved into large thin molecularly smooth sheets,

which are cut out into 1 cm2 large pieces, silvered on one side and glued onto half cylindrical

discs with the silvered side facing the glue. The discs are then immediately mounted into the

SFA (Figure 2). The mica becomes negatively charged when immersed in water due to the

dissolution of potassium ions from the mica basal plane into the solution.

Glass. The glass surfaces used in the MASIF are easily prepared by melting one end of a

glass rod (diameter 2 mm) in a butane-oxygen flame. The melting process creates a sphere

with very low surface roughness due the high surface energy of the melted glass. The radius

of the surface is typically 2 mm. The root-mean-square (rms) roughness of this type of surface

is around 0.1 nm and the maximum peak-to-valley distance over 1 µm2 surface is only 1 nm.83

The borosilicate glass (Pyrex) used in the experiments has a lower melting point, about 1000

°C, than for example silica, which melts at approximately 1700 °C. When these surfaces are

immersed into water they become negatively charged due to the dissociation of silanol (-Si-

OH) groups on the surface. The presence of silanol groups on the surface is perhaps surprising

considering the high temperatures used when preparing the surfaces. It has been reported that

hydrated silica surfaces, containing mainly silanol groups is dehydrated (SiOH + SiOH = Si-

O-Si + H2O) if heated to 300-400 °C.84, 85 The rate of this process increases with temperature

and at 1200 °C no silanol groups remain on the surface. This means that the surface becomes

partially hydrophobic and the surface rehydration after cooling is a slow process. The contact

angle of water on a surface prepared by blowing a bubble from the sealed end of a silica tube

was reported to be 30°.85 However, the presence of the charge on the MASIF glass surface

observed in the experiments, and the fact that the contact angle of water on the MASIF

surface is zero (the surface is completely wetted by water) indicates that despite the high

temperature of preparation, the surface contains many silanol groups. Even though many
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question marks about the nature of the glass surface exists in the literature, the MASIF

surfaces can be prepared in a reproducible manner so they can be used effectively in surface

force measurements to compare the properties of different substances.

In surface force measurements between glass surfaces immersed in water solutions, a

short-range non-DLVO repulsion dominates the interaction below 3 nm surface separations.

The cause for this repulsion has been suggested to be the dehydration of the hydrated glass

surfaces, the compression of a silica surface gel, or a change in Hamaker constant with

surface separation. For a recent review on the origins of the non-DLVO forces between glass

surfaces see ref.86

4.2 Hydrophobic surfaces

Hydrophobized mica. The mica surfaces described above can easily by made hydrophobic

through Langmuir-Blodgett deposition of a layer of dimethyldioctadecylammonium bromide,

(DDOA).87 The rate of deposition of the DDOA layer was 1 mm/min at a constant surface

pressure of 20 mN/m. Surfaces hydrophobized in this way carry no or only a very weak

charge in water.87, 88 The advancing contact angle with water is typically 103-107° and the

receeding angle 52-65°.87

Hydrophobized glass. The presence of silanol groups on the glass surface can conveniently

be utilized to make it hydrophobic through a silanization reaction. The silane reacts with the

silanol groups, forming stable siloxane bonds, and a hydrophobic layer is formed. The

silanization reaction is not as simple as is seems, however, and is dependent on several

experimental factors, such as the nature of the glass surface,86 temperature and water activity

during the reaction.89, 90 In the beginning of this thesis work, several silanization reaction

conditions were examined, such as silanization in gas phase and in organic solvent, the effect

of temperature, and type of silane (mono-, di- or tri functional silanes). It was soon found that

silanization in vapor phase, which is much simpler than using an organic solvent, gave the

best results (as determined with contact angle measurements with water and smallest

hysteresis) as also reported in ref91. Heat treatment for 30 min in 100 °C of the silanized

surface after the silanization reaction did not result in better surface quality. The silane that

gave the highest contact angles and the least hysteresis was (3,3-dimetylbutyl)-

dimethylchlorosilane. The glass is hydrophobized simply by putting the clean surface in a

reactor containing the vapor for 20 hours in room temperature. The surface is thoroughly
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cleaned in ethanol after the silanization reaction. The advancing contact angle with water was

106° and the receeding 92°.

There is an ongoing debate whether or not the silane is chemically bound to the surface

or just physisorbed. IR spectroscopy studies have shown that siloxane bonds are not formed

between a silica surface and trichloromethylsilane (TCMS) at room temperature.92 Instead, the

TCMS is hydrolyzed by the water present on the surface and the formed methyltrisilanol is

adsorbed to the surface. However, there are several experimental observations that suggest

that very stable bonds are indeed formed between the silane and the glass surface. Firstly,

when a piece of mica, which does not contain surface silanol groups, was silanized the same

way as the glass surface, the silane layer could be easily washed away with ethanol and the

mica surface was again completely wetted by water. Secondly, a hydrophobized glass surface

is still hydrophobic even after treatment with warm bichromosulphuric acid although some

degradation of the surface was found. Thirdly, the silane surface is very stable to the exposure

of water, surfactant solution and ethanol.

What is surprising is that the silanized glass surface acquires the same charge as the

clean glass surface (see Paper I and Paper III) when immersed in water, although this has been

reported earlier as well.93 The charge is probably a result of that water can penetrate into the

hydrophobic layer to the glass surface, as reported earlier for octadecyltrichlorosilane layers

on silica.94 Another possibility is that the silane does not react with the surface silanols but

rather to an adsorbed water film on the glass surface.90, 92 The amount of silanol groups on the

glass surface is then unchanged.

The advantage of using a monofunctional silane such as (3,3-dimetylbutyl)-

dimethylchlorosilane is that no surface polymerization between the adsorbed silanes can

occur, which inevitably leads to thicker adsorbed layers. For dimethyldichlorosilane

(DMDCS), which is commonly used in silanation reactions, a hydrophobic layer thickness of

5 nm has been reported.95 The large layer thickness causes the “hard-wall” constant

compliance region to be less pronounced96 so DMDCS was not suitable for the MASIF

measurements in this study where the short-range steric repulsion was of great interest.
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4.3 Surfactants

The structures of the different surfactants that were studied in this work are shown in Figure

9. The properties of these surfactants have been compared to examine the effect of the size

and flexibility of the sugar head-group and the effect of the amide group. The surfactant

called C12E4-ester was recently synthesized by Maria Stjerndahl at Applied Surface

Chemistry, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden. A manuscript is in

preparation where this surfactant is compared with C12E4 and TEDAd. These three surfactants

are interesting to compare since there are only small structural differences between them.

Some of these non-published results will be reported below.
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Figure 9. Structures of the surfactants studied in this thesis. Some physical properties of these

surfactants are listed in Table 2 on page 34.
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4.4 Polyelectrolytes

Figure 10 shows the structure of the monomers that builds up the polyelectrolytes relevant to

this thesis. AM-CMA-10 is a combination that consists of 10 % CMA and 90 % AM. while

PCMA consists of 100 % CMA. The polyelectrolytes were synthesized by Laboratoire de

Physico-Chimie Macromoleculaire in Paris, France. The adsorption of AM-CMA-10 on mica

and the aggregation behavior between AM-CMA-10 and SDS at the mica surface and in bulk

was studied in Paper VI. The structure of the aggregates formed in bulk by PCMA and SDS

was studied in Paper VII. Similar SANS-measurements as in Paper VII have been performed

for polyelectrolytes with lower charge densities and a manuscript of these measurements is in

preparation. SAXS measurements on these aggregates have also been performed and some of

these results will be presented in this thesis (manuscript is in preparation).
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Figure 10. Monomer structures that build up the polyelectrolytes used in this work.

AM=acrylamide, CMA=(2-acryloxyethyl)-trimethylammonium chloride, MAPTAC={3-(2-

methylpropionamide)propyl}-trimethylammonium chloride, VAm=vinylamine.

Table 1. Charge density and molar weight of the polyelectrolytes investigated.

Polyelectrolyte Charge density

[mol%]

Mol. Weight, Mw

[g/mol]

PCMA 100 1.6×106

AM-CMA-10 10 1.5×106

MAPTAC-100 100 0.48×106

AM-MAPTAC-60 60 0.34×106

AM-MAPTAC-30 30 0.78×106

PVA 100 90 000
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5. Physical-chemical properties of surfactant systems.

5.1 Solution behavior and adsorption to the liquid-vapor interface

The adsorption of surfactants at the solution-vapor interface is conveniently investigated by

measuring the surface tension, γLV, decrease as a function of surfactant concentration, c. The

obtained curve is called a surface tension isotherm, referring to that it was measured at

constant temperature. Figure 11 shows the surface tension isotherms for C12E4, C12E4-ester and

TEDAd.
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Figure 11. Surface tension as a function of surfactant concentration for TEDAd (B), C12E4-

ester (C) and C12E4 (E) measured at 23 °C. The lines show the second degree polynomial fits

to the experimental data used for the calculation of the adsorbed amount (eq 18)

The surface tension decreases with concentration until the critical micelle concentration (cmc)

is reached. Above this concentration the surface tension is constant. The monomer bulk

concentration of is constant above the cmc and all added surfactants form micelles. The

surface excess at the air-water interface, Γ, is calculated by the Gibbs adsorption isotherm

equation:

Γ = −
d

d

γ LV

RT c( ln )
(18)

where R is the molar gas constant, and T is the temperature. The area per molecule, A, at the

interface is related to Γ through the relation A=1/(ΓNA), where NA is the Avogadro constant.
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Table 2 shows data obtained from surface tension isotherms for most of the surfactants in this

thesis (Figure 9 on page 31). The first three surfactants are the sugar based surfactants

investigated in Paper I and the following surfactants are poly(ethylene oxide) based

surfactants investigated in Paper II and Paper III. SDS is used in Papers VI and VII.

Table 2. Mol.weight, cmc, γγγγcmc, ΓΓΓΓmax, Acmc for the surfactants in Figure 9.

Surfactant Mol.weight, Mw

[g/mol]

cmc

[mM]

γcmc

[mN/m]

Γmax

[µmol/m2]

Acmc

[nm2]

C8β 292.4 22 30.8 4.4 0.38

LABA 525.5 0.30-0.37* 38.0 4.0 0.42

C12-maltose ester 524.6 0.3 39.0 3.3 0.50

C12E5 406.6 0.064 29.7 3.5 0.47

C12E4 362.5 0.05 27.6 4.0 0.42

C10E5 378.5 0.73 29.9 3.5 0.47

C10E4
a 334.6 0.7 29.2 4.1 0.41

TEDAd 375.5 0.5 31.0 3.4 0.49

C12E4-estera 376.5 0.1 28.2 4.1 0.41

SDS 288.4 8.3b 39c 3.7c 0.44c

* uncertain due to a dip in the surface tension isotherm
a unpublished results
b from ref4

c from ref97

Many different structure-property relationships that can be deduced from the surface tension

isotherms and Table 2 will be discussed below.

5.1.1 Adsorption below cmc, surface pressure isotherms

To calculate the adsorbed amount (and the area/molecule) at the interface, the change of the

surface tension with the concentration according to eq 18 is needed. A second-degree

polynomial fit to the experimental surface tension isotherm was performed below cmc, and a

linear fit to the points close to the cmc. The polynomial fit was considered to represent the

experimental data until the calculated area/molecule was equal to the area/molecule calculated

from the linear fit.
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Figure 12. Calculated adsorbed amount on the liquid-vapor interface as a function of c/cmc.

The calculated adsorbed amount as a function of the normalized surfactant concentration is

plotted in Figure 12. The c/cmc value where the curves end is when the adsorbed amount is

approximately constant as the surfactant concentration is increased. At a fixed value of c/cmc,

the adsorbed amount increases with increasing length of the hydrocarbon chain and reduced

length of the poly(ethylene oxide) headgroup. What is interesting in Figure 12 is that TEDAd

approaches the maximum adsorbed amount at the lowest c/cmc value of all surfactants. This

shows that TEDAd obtains the maximum adsorbed amount at low concentrations and at rather

high surface tension values (see also Figure 13a). The lower maximum adsorbed amount for

the amide group containing surfactant (TEDAd compared with C12E4) is consistent with

previously reported results concerning the effect of the amide group (C17CONHE10 was

compared with C18E10).
98

The surface pressure, π (π=γ0-γLV, where γ0 is the surface tension of water), is plotted as

a function of area/molecule in Figure 13a and Figure 13b. The point where the curves end is

when the area/molecule is approximately constant with increasing surface pressure. In the

interval of the area/molecule shown in the figures, the adsorbed layers form a liquid expanded

monolayer.99 The contribution from the hydrocarbon chains to the surface pressure in this

region of area/molecule is lower than about 2 mN/m,100, 101 which means that the observed

difference in π between the surfactants is mostly due to the contribution from the headgroups.

From Figure 13a it is seen that, at a fixed area/molecule, an increase of the hydrocarbon chain

length decreases the surface pressure, whereas an increase of the EO-chain increases the

surface pressure.
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Figure 13a. Surface pressure isotherms Figure 13b. Surface pressure isotherms

for the poly(ethylene oxide) surfactants for the sugar based surfactants and TEDAd

This indicates attractive interactions between the hydrocarbon chains and repulsive

interactions between the ethylene oxide chains. The surface pressure isotherm for C12E4-ester

was found to lie on top of the curve for C12E4 (data not shown). However, as discussed in

Paper II, both the incorporation of an amide group and the exchange of an EO-group for an

amide group decrease the surface pressure significantly. The data indicates that there is

attractive intra-layer interactions induced by the presence of the amide groups. These might

be dipole-dipole interactions or hydrogen bonds directly between the amide groups or

possibly mediated by water molecules. The same type of attractive interactions between the

headgroups might be the cause for the lower surface pressure found for the sugar based

surfactants (Figure 13b). LABA has a lower surface pressure than C12-maltose ester and

approximately the same surface pressure as C8β even though the headgroup is significantly

larger. The cause for this is the high headgroup flexibility for LABA which enables more

efficient packing in the layer. The significantly higher surface pressure for C10E5 compared to

C12E5 is surprising since the difference in contribution from the hydrocarbon chain should be

much smaller. Research is currently going on in our group to explain the contribution from

the hydrocarbon chain and the headgroup to the surface pressure. Paper VIII, was the first

attempt to explain the headgroup contribution to the surface pressure for dodecyl-β-maltoside

and C12E5.

5.1.2 Critical micelle concentration (cmc)

Within the two groups of sugar and poly(ethylene oxide) based surfactants, the cmc is mainly

determined by the length of hydrophobic chain. Both types of surfactants show the same
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variation of cmc with the hydrocarbon chain length, i.e. the cmc decreases with a factor of 10

when the hydrocarbon chain length is increased with two methylene groups. Sugar surfactant

headgroups are more hydrophilic and have a higher cmc than the poly(ethylene oxide) based

surfactants with the same hydrocarbon chain length. The cmc increases somewhat with the

size of the sugar headgroup (Paper I and refs34, 36, 102) and poly(ethylene oxide) headgroup

(Paper II and ref8).

The effect of the amide group on the cmc was investigated in Paper II where it is

reported that the cmc increases both by the incorporation of an amide group in the surfactant

head group, as well as the exchange of an ethylene oxide group for an amide group. The effect

of the ester group on the cmc is perhaps surprising but it can be understood with the following

arguments. The cmc of C11E4 has not yet been experimentally determined to my knowledge,

but it should be close to 0.16 mM, which is the cmc for C12E4 multiplied with 10 , to correct

for the shorter hydrocarbon chain. Incorporating a carbonyl (-CO) group to form the

surfactant C11-CO-E4, called C12E4-ester in Figure 9, makes the cmc decrease to 0.1 mM. This

means that the carbonyl group is hydrophobic, even though not as hydrophobic as a

methylene group. A decrease of the cmc by an additional ester group can also be observed by

comparing the low cmc of C12-maltose ester to the cmc of dodecyl-β-maltoside (0.15 mM103)

in the similar way. Note that the exchange of the ester oxygen in C12E4-ester for an amine (-

NH-) group, to form TEDAd, leads to an increase of the cmc from 0.1 mM to 0.5 mM.

An increase in sugar headgroup flexibility is most commonly achieved by reducing the

sugar group to obtain alditols.104, 105 A previous investigation on monoesters of lactose and

lactitol, shows that there is no effect on the cmc by the increased flexibility of the sugar head-

group,104 while another investigation reports that reduced glucitol and lactitol surfactants have

lower cmc:s than the corresponding closed ring (aldose) structures, probably due to that the

hydrated alditol group is smaller.105 It is difficult to conclude what the actual effect is, and the

results may also be dependent on the type of linkage between the hydrophobic and

hydrophilic groups. It is possible to use subtle arguments to suggest that the increased

flexibility of LABA decreases the cmc (by dividing the cmc for C12-maltose ester with 10

and compare with the effect of exchanging the ester group with an amide group observed for

TEDAd and C12E4-ester). However, there seems to be only a minor decrease on the cmc by

the increased flexibility.
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5.1.3 Micelle sizes

The micelle size of LABA, C12-maltose ester and TEDAd was examined in Paper IV with

three different techniques, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), time resolved fluorescence

quenching (TRFQ) and dynamic surface tension (DST). The main results from Paper IV are

presented in Table 3.

Table 3. cmc, free monomer diffusion coefficient, Dfree, micelle diffusion coefficient, Dmic,

and calculated hydrodynamic radii, R H, obtained from the NMR diffusion

measurements and the aggregation number obtained with TRFQ. c=1-4 mM and

T=25°C.

cmc

[mM]

Dfree×1010

[m2s-1]

Dmic×1010

[m2s-1]

RH

[nm]

Aggregation

number

LABA 0.35 3.1 0.68 2.9 120

C12-maltose ester 0.24 3.4 0.71 2.8 90

TEDAd 0.48 3.6 0.46 4.3 130

All three techniques indicated that the structurally similar LABA and C12-maltose ester

surfactants forms micelles that are similar in size and that the poly(ethylene oxide) based

TEDAd form micelles that have larger aggregation numbers. The hydrodynamic radius

calculated from the micelle self-diffusion, Dmic, indicates that the TEDAd micelles are more

elongated than the other micelles and calculations suggests a prolate geometry. The

aggregation number was lower for the more bulky C12-maltose ester surfactant.

5.1.4 Solubility.

The solubility of the surfactant is mainly determined by the stability of the crystalline state in

relation to the solvated state. The stability of the crystalline state depends strongly on the

structure of the surfactant and can change abruptly with only a small change in headgroup

structure. For example the α-anomer of alkylglucosides is often less soluble than the β

anomers, and often crystallizes before the concentration reaches the cmc.36, 37  However, the

interactions between water and the two anomeric forms of the alkyl glucoside appear to be

very similar.29, 36, 37

To solubilize the LABA and C12-maltose ester surfactants used in this study, the

solutions had to be heated. After dissolution and approximately one week storage at room

temperature (sometimes longer), small crystals could be observed in the solution. This
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indicates that both surfactants have Krafft points above room temperature (Paper I). However,

the large delay of the crystallization process is surprising and other surfactants such as C12-

lactose ester (lactose 6’-O-dodecanoate) as well as the α-anomers of alkylglucosides

described above readily precipitate at room temperature after dissolving the surfactant at

elevated temperatures. One explanation for this behavior could be that the LABA and C12-

maltose ester solutions are kinetically stabilized and that there is a large kinetic barrier for

crystal formation. However, it can also be the case that the dissolution of the surfactants at

room temperature is a very slow process and that the Krafft point is indeed below room

temperature. The precipitation that occurs after a long storage period could be due to that the

surfactants are hydrolyzed during storage in water and that the reaction products induce

crystal formation. Whatever the value of the Krafft point, we have found nothing peculiar

when performing measurements on these surfactants at room temperature and results obtained

above their possible Krafft temperatures show the same differences between LABA and C12-

maltose ester as those obtained at room temperature.

5.1.5 Cloud point

Some cloud point (CP) measurements on surfactant solutions have been performed in this

thesis work. The effect of the amide bond on the CP was reported in Paper II and the presence

of a dipolar amide group increases the cloud point significantly. CP for a 1.0 wt% TEDAd

solution was 52°C compared with 2°C for C12E4-ester (determined by Maria Stjerndahl at

Applied Surface Chemistry, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden) and

4°C for C12E4.
5 Considering that the only difference between TEDAd and C12E4-ester is that

the -NH- in TEDAd have been replaced by -O- in the C12E4-ester, these results show the

delicate relation between the structure of the surfactant and some of its properties. The cloud

point is of course dependent on the surfactant micelle size, which in turn is dependent on the

critical packing parameter (eq 1). C12E4 and, apparently, C12E4-ester has a larger CPP than

TEDAd, which means that these micelles are larger, and probably more elongated. Larger

micelles mean larger inter-micellar interactions and the phase-separation into a surfactant rich

phase and a surfactant diluted phase occurs more readily. The effect of micelle structure on

the CP was discussed in Paper IV for the dehydroabietic acid based poly(ethylene oxide)

surfactants. Due to the rather large rigid hydrophobe in this case, it is likely that the micelles

are larger than for straight chain alkyl hydrophobes with the same poly(ethylene oxide) chain

length. This decreased the cloud point significantly for the same reason as discussed above.
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5.2 Adsorption to the solid-liquid interface

The adsorption of surfactants to the solid-liquid interface was investigated by by using null-

ellipsometry and the wetting technique. The main results from these measurements will be

described in this section.

5.2.1 Null ellipsometry.

The maximum adsorbed amount for LABA, C12-maltose ester, C12E5, C10E5, C12E4 and TEDAd

on the hydrophobic solid-liquid interface is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Maximum adsorbed amount on the hydrophobic solid-liquid interface obtained

with ellipsometry.

Surfactant dn/dc (λ=450 nm)

[ml/g]

Γmax

[µmol/m2]

Acmc

[nm2]

LABA 0.152 2.7 0.62

C12-maltose ester 0.144 2.4 0.69

C12E5 0.131 3.2 0.52

C10E5 0.129 2.9 0.57

C12E4 0.133 3.8 0.44

TEDAd 0.142 3.2 0.52

The maximum adsorbed amount is lower on the hydrophobic solid-liquid interface than that

on the liquid-vapor interface (cf. Table 2). The largest difference was found for LABA and

C12-maltose ester. However, the adsorbed amount for LABA was larger than for C12-maltose

ester, which is consistent with the findings on the liquid-vapor interface.

It is argued in Paper II that the exchange of an ethylene oxide group for an amide group

at a fixed surfactant concentration decreases the adsorbed amount on the interface. This

argument was based on the theoretical calculations in Paper II and the reason is that the amide

group increases the solubility of the surfactant. However, because the cmc increases in the

presence of the amide group, the concentration (and chemical potential) of the amide-

containing surfactant can be increased so that the maximum adsorbed amount becomes

slightly higher than without the amide group. By comparing with C12E4 it is concluded that the

incorporation of an amide group into the headgroup decreases the maximum adsorbed

amount. This is in contradiction to other reports where it is stated that the presence of amide

groups in the surfactant structure increases packing at interfaces.106
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Figure 14 shows the complete adsorption isotherms for C12E5 and TEDAd. Comparison

between Figure 12 shows that the adsorbed amount is significantly lower on the solid-liquid

interface than on the liquid-vapor interface at concentrations below the cmc, although the

maximum adsorbed amount measured at the cmc is only slightly lower. The difference in the

adsorption behavior at the two different interfaces is believed to be that the hydrophobic chain

can penetrate into the vapor interface, which is not possible at the solid interface. Thus, the

chain conformation entropy is expected to be higher at the liquid-vapor interface compared to

at the solid-liquid interface. However, it is shown in Paper II that the surface pressure

isotherms on the two interfaces are equal.
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Figure 14. Measured adsorbed amount on the solid-liquid interface as a function of c/cmc for

TEDAd (B) and C12E5 (E).
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5.2.2 Wetting

The wetting tension data were analyzed with eqs 19 and 20, which are derived from the

Young and Gibbs equations:

∂τ
∂γ LV

SV SL

LV

=
−Γ Γ

Γ
(19)

∂τ
∂ ln

( )
c

RT= −Γ ΓSL SV (20)

According to eq 19, the slope of τ as a function of γLV relates the adsorbed amounts on the

three different interfaces. Such a plot is shown in Figure 15a and 15b. The filled symbols

represent the advancing wetting tension when the surface is immersed into the solution for the

first time, and the unfilled symbols represent the receeding wetting tension when the plate is

withdrawn from the solution.

    

Figure 15a. Wetting tension as a function of Figure 15b. Wetting tension as a function of

surface tension for C8β (F,A), TEDAd (H,C) surface tension for LABA (H,C), C12-maltose

and C12E5 (B,G) on a silanized glass slide. ester (B,G) and dodecyl-β-maltoside (F,A) on

a silanized glass slide.

The slope of the advancing wetting tension vs. γLV is close to –1 for all surfactants (a slope of

–1 is indicated by the bold dashed line in the figures). According to eq 19, this indicates that

ΓSL=ΓLV, since ΓSV=0 when the plate is immersed for the first time. From the value of the
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advancing wetting tension at a specific surface tension, it can be seen that the wetting ability

decreases in the order C12E5 ≈ TEDAd > C8β > C12-maltose ester ≈ dodecyl-β-maltoside >

LABA. (A lower wetting tension means a higher contact angle and lower wetting ability). The

fact that there is a difference in wetting tension between the three surfactants is interesting

since it has previously been reported that the wetting tension of a solution is dependent only

of the surface tension.107,108

The slope for the receeding wetting tension vs. γLV curve is lower than –1 in Figure 15a,

whereas it is larger than –1 in Figure 15b. This means that ΓSL and ΓLV are probably different,

and that ΓSV has to be considered as well. The importance of ΓSV can be estimated by

comparing the advancing wetting tensions of the first and second immersions.  For C12E5 and

TEDAd these are approximately the same (Paper II), whereas the difference is somewhat

larger for the sugar-based surfactants (Paper I). This shows that ΓSV is higher for the sugar-

based surfactants and the reason for this is possibly that the intralayer attractive interactions

are larger than for ethylene oxide based surfactants. The higher intralayer attraction thus

means that all surfactants are not desorbed upon withdrawal of the surfaces. The effect of

attractive interactions is particularly seen in Figure 15b for the disaccharide based surfactants

with long hydrophobic tails. The receeding contact angle is close to zero (so that τ ≈ γLV) for

these surfactants at concentrations close to the cmc. The effect of the hydrophobic chain

appears to be less important than the effect of the polar headgroup since C12E5 has an even

smaller wetting tension than C8β.

By calculating the slope of the wetting tension, τ, as a function of lnc and assuming

ΓSV=0, eq 20 gives the adsorbed amount at the solid-liquid interface, ΓSL
wetting , at the various

concentrations. Figure 16 compares ΓSL
wetting with that obtained with ellipsometry, ΓSL

ellipsometry , as

well as the adsorbed amount on the liquid-vapor interface calculated from the surface tension

measurements, ΓLV. The adsorbed amount calculated from the advancing wetting tension is

higher than ΓSL
ellipsometry  but close to ΓLV  (as already shown in Figure 15). A better agreement is

found between the adsorbed amount calculated from the receding wetting tension and

ΓSL
ellipsometry . A possible explanation for this behavior is that as the plate is immersed for the first

time into the solution, the surfactants on the liquid-vapor interface is deposited, similar to an

LB-deposition, on the solid-liquid interface. This amount is higher than the equilibrium value

measured with ellipsometry, so the adsorbed amount decreases while the plate is immersed in

the solution. Therefore, a lower adsorbed amount is calculated from the receding contact
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angle. Eq 20 is not applicable for the sugar based surfactants since ΓSV is not negligible in

these cases.
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Figure 16. The adsorbed amount of C12E5 on the hydrophobic solid-liquid interface measured

from the advancing (solid line) and receding wetting tension (dashed line), and ellipsometry

(E). Also shown is the adsorption on the liquid-vapor interface measured with surface tension

(dotted line).

The wetting behavior above the cmc for the ethoxylated dehydroabietic acid surfactants

investigated in Paper V showed that these are even better wetting agents than C12E5. This

could be related to the better packing of these surfactants at the solid-liquid interface.
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5.4 Interaction forces between surfactant layers

A schematic picture of the surface force (SFA) experiment is shown in Figure 17. The

negatively charged mica has been hydrophobized by a layer of positively charged

dimethyldioctadecylammonium bromid (DDOA). Surfactant is added to the system, most

often above the cmc, to reduce the effect of possible impurities in the sample. The surfactant

will adsorb to the surface and form a saturated monolayer. The force acting between the

surfaces as they are brought together is measured as a function of distance, D, between the

hydrophobic layers. Interaction forces between sugar surfactant layers were investigated in

Paper I, while poly(ethylene oxide) based surfactants were studied in Paper III.

+ + + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + ++ + + + + ++ + + +

+ + + + + + + + + + +
+ ++++++++++++

+ + + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + ++ + + + + ++ + + +

+ + + + + + + + + + +
+ ++++++++++++

D

mica, negatively charged DDOA, makes mica
hydrophobic

Headgroup

Tailgroup

Figure 17. Schematic representation of the surface force measurement. Surfactant is

adsorbed above the critical micelle concentration, cmc (left) and the force between the

surfaces is measured as a function D (right).

5.4.1 Sugar surfactants

Figure 18 shows the obtained force curve between layers of LABA and C12-maltose ester

adsorbed on hydrophobized mica from a 1 mM surfactant solution. D=0 corresponds to

hydrophobic layer contact. There is a long-range repulsive force from 100 nm, increasing in

magnitude as the surfaces are brought closer together. This is an electrostatic double-layer

force and the origin of the surface charge is adsorption of impurities as will be discussed

further in section 5.4.6 below. At D ≈ 9-10 nm the surfaces are pulled together by an attractive

van der Waals force to a surface separation of D=4.5 nm. The sugar surfactant layers appears

incompressible and the repulsive force resembles a “hard-wall” repulsion. This indicates that

each surface is covered with a monolayer of surfactant that is 2.25 nm thick. The attractive
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force between the layers causes an outward jump apart when they are separated. To obtain the

magnitude of the attractive force caused by the layer interactions, the repulsive double-layer

force has to be subtracted. Thus, the attractive force is almost three times as large for LABA

(2.7 mN/m) than for C12-maltose ester (1 mN/m). Similar results were also obtained with the

MASIF technique (Paper I). The results will be discussed in section 5.4.3 below in relation to

the results obtained for poly(ethylene oxide) based surfactants.
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Figure 18. Surface force measurements between layers of LABA (B , G) and layers of C12-

maltose ester (H , C) at 1 mM surfactant concentrations. Filled and unfilled symbols

represent forces measured upon approach and separation, respectively. The lines represent

fits by the DLVO-theory (Paper I).

5.4.2 Poly(ethylene oxide) based surfactants

Figure 19a shows the surface force curve between TEDAd layers obtained with the SFA. In

this case the surfaces are not charged as evidenced by the fact that that there is no interaction

between the surfaces as they are brought together. The attractive force between the layers

amounts to about 0.4 mN/m, which is considerably smaller than for the sugar surfactants. The

repulsive part of the curve in Figure 19a is enlarged in Figure 19b and the previously obtained

curve for C12E5 is also shown for comparison.
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Figure 19a. SFA measurement between layers Figure 19b. Magnification of the short-range

of TEDAd adsorbed on hydrophobic surfaces forces in Figure 19a together with the forces

at c=1.3 mM. Approach (J), separation (E). measured between C12E5 (E) layers at the cmc.

As can be seen, both types of layers can be compressed to a significant degree. The “hard-

wall” contact occurs at D  ≈ 4 nm in case for TEDAd and only under extremely high,

unmeasurable, compressive forces is it possible to squeeze away the TEDAd layers from the

contact position. The difference between TEDAd and C12E5 is that the steric interaction starts

at slightly longer separation between C12E5 layers and that the attractive force is slightly lower

(0.2 mN/m). The longer range of the steric repulsion is more than twice the difference in

length between the fully stretched C12E5 and TEDAd molecules, so the boundary between the

adsorbed layer and the solution is more diffuse in case of C12E5. This is also in line with

theoretical mean-field lattice calculations of the segment distribution profile in the adsorbed

layer presented in Paper II.

The theoretical interaction force curve between C12E5 and TEDAd layers were

calculated in Paper III by using a mean-field lattice theory. Figure 20a shows the interaction

assuming constant chemical potential and Figure 20b the interaction at constant adsorbed

amount. In the constant chemical potential case the adsorbed amount decreases with

separation and consequently less repulsive forces are observed than in the constant adsorbed

amount case. The result for C12E5 is in good agreement with the measured forces in Figure

19b. However, the calculated interactions between TEDAd layers are more long-ranged than

the measured forces. The likely reason for this is that the mean-field model calculations do

not take into account the orientation dependent interaction between the amide groups inside

the adsorbed layer.
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Figure 20. The calculated force, F/R*, between surfactant layers at the experimentally

determined cmc:s. The surface separation is given by the number of lattice layers between the

surfaces multiplied with the lattice layer thickness (=0.31 nm). A shows forces at constant

chemical potential, and B the forces at constant adsorbed amount. T=298 K.

The interaction forces between C12E5 and TEDAd layers were examined with the

MASIF technique as well under various conditions, and the results obtained in a water

solution are displayed in Figure 21. D=0 corresponds to contact between the hydrophobized

glass surfaces, which means that the inward curves have been shifted outwards about 3 nm to

obtain the same zero position as the outward curves (see below). The interaction forces show

qualitative agreement with the forces obtained with the SFA, i.e a more long-range interaction

between C12E5 layers and a higher adhesion between TEDAd layers. It was possible to

squeeze out the surfactant layers under high (non-measurable) forces but the surfactant layers

were readsorbed as the compressive force was decreased. This is shown by the horizontal

parts in the separation curves (unfilled symbols). The F/R*-value when this occurs can be

related to the intralayer surface pressure.

In Paper III the surfactants C12E4, C10E4, and C10E5 were investigated as well to obtain

further information on the structure-property relationships. The interaction force curves for

C12E4 and C10E4 were very similar to those obtained for TEDAd, except that no adhesion was

found between the C12E4 and C10E4 layers. The force curve for C10E5 was quite similar to the

one for C12E5 except that the C10E5 layers were more easily squeezed out from the contact

position. This is probably related to the lower adsorbed amount for C10E5. Below follows a

short discussion on how the interaction forces are affected by the surfactant structure.
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Figure 21. Interaction forces between hydrophobized glass surfaces across 1 mM TEDAd (F,

A) and 0.13 mM C12E5 (B, G) in water. Filled symbols represent approach and unfilled

symbols separation force curves. Solid line represent the interaction according to the DLVO-

theory using constant surface charge boundary condition (Ψ=-65 mV, κ -1=68 nm,

area/charge=180 nm2, A=6×10-21 J)

5.4.3 Factors affecting steric repulsion, layer compressibility and interlayer adhesion

As mentioned above the short-range interactions between TEDAd, C12E4 and C10E4 layers

closely resemble each other, while the forces between C10E5 and C12E5 layers are similar.

Thus, it appears that shorter headgroups give rise to layers with a more well-defined layer-

solution boundary, i.e. the repulsion is less long-ranged and the layers are less compressible

than those of the longer headgroups. This can be understood by considering the critical

packing parameter CPP,3 which increases towards unity as the ethylene oxide chain is

decreased from 5 to 4 units, which in turn favors packing at a flat interface.

The surface force curves obtained in water show that the attractive force is larger

between layers of TEDAd than between layers of the other poly(ethylene oxide) surfactants.

The adhesion between two surfactant layers is determined by the interplay of a range of forces

that act at the force minimum, i.e. at the surface separation where the surfaces jump apart.

These are attractive van der Waals interactions, possible contributions from dehydration of

the ethylene oxide chain,109 repulsive double-layer forces, and short-range steric forces. The

location of the force minimum relative to the hard wall contact increase when the surfactant

layer–solution interface becomes less ordered due to higher steric repulsion. This means that

the van der Waals force at the force minimum decreases. Hence, the higher adhesion for
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TEDAd compared to for C12E5 is probably partly due to the more well defined surfactant

layer–solution interface for TEDAd. Since it was found in Paper II that the adsorbed amounts

on a hydrophobic surface are equal it should be the amide groups that affect the sharpness of

the surfactant layer–solution interface due to attractive intralayer interactions between these

groups.

It is more difficult to understand why the attractive force is smaller for C12E4 and C10E4

than for TEDAd. The adsorbed amount is higher for these surfactants so the van der Waals

force should be larger at the same layer separation. Again, it has to be argued that the layer-

solution boundary is more diffuse in these cases. Thus, the position of the force minimum

must be located further away from the hard-wall contact, due to higher steric-protrusion

repulsion. The slightly larger layer thickness determined from the outward jump, 3 nm for

C12E4 and 2.6 nm for TEDAd, is an indication of this (Paper III). The lattice mean-field

calculations performed in Paper II showed that the presence of an amide group in the

surfactant structure, such as in TEDAd, effects the segment distribution in the adsorbed layer,

resulting in a more well defined boundary between the tail- and headgroup regions in the

adsorbed layer. Hence, there are two possible effects due to the amide group that leads to a

more well defined surfactant-solution boundary. The presence of a more hydrophilic segment

close to the hydrocarbon region in the adsorbed layer confines the hydrophobic chain to this

region, and intra-layer interactions between the amide groups.

The attraction between sugar-based surfactant layers is significantly larger than between

TEDAd and the other poly(ethylene oxide) surfactant layers.29, 30, 110 This could possibly be

due to hydrogen bonding between the layers. However, we propose that the most likely

reasons are that the van der Waals force is larger, due to a higher refractive index for sugar

than for ethylene oxide, and that the steric-protrusion force is lower due to the less flexible

headgroup structure. This decreases the location of the force minimum with respect to the

hard-wall contact and as a result the van der Waals attraction will increase. The difference in

van der Waals interaction can also explain why the adhesion is larger for LABA than for C12-

maltose ester. The higher adsorbed amount for LABA will increase the refractive index of the

adsorbed layer and thus the attractive van der Waals force. This is supported by calculations

of the Hamaker constant between layers of LABA and C12-maltose ester, considering the

experimental error, from the area/molecule in Table 4 (±0.02 nm2), the thickness of the layers

(±0.2 nm) (section 5.4.1), and the molecular volume. Calculations show that the maximum

difference in sugar content between LABA (40 %) and C12-maltose ester (25 %) would be

enough to increase the Hamaker constant 2.5 times.
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Another important difference between sugar-based and poly(ethylene oxide)-based

surfactants is that it is not possible to squeeze out the sugar-surfactant layer from the contact

position. This demonstrates the importance of intra-layer interactions for inter-layer forces.

For sugar-based surfactants there are likely contributions from hydrogen bonds, directly or via

water molecules, inside the adsorbed layer. Intralayer forces are likely of importance for the

TEDAd layers as well due to the presence of the amide group with its high dipole moment.

5.4.4 Relations between adsorbed amount and interlayer surface forces

Figure 22 shows the surface forces between silanized glass surfaces across TEDAd solutions

of different concentrations. These results were reported in Paper III. As the surfactant

concentration increases the adsorbed amount increases (see Figure 14). At low adsorbed

amounts the surfactant layers can be squeezed out from the contact position at measurable

forces and an inward jump occurs from D ≈ 2.6 nm.

Figure 22. F/R* at increasing TEDAd concentrations in water, R*=R1R2/(R1+R2). c=0.1 mM

(C), 0.2 mM (E), and 1 mM (A, approach), (F, separation). The approach force curve 1mM

has been shifted outwards to obtain the same zero position as the other curves. The solid line

represents a fit by the DLVO-theory (see Paper III). The inset shows the decrease in adhesion

with TEDAd concentration.

As the concentration increases from 0.1, 0.2 to 1 mM the force required to push out the

surfactant layers during the inward run increases. At the same time, the adhesion force, -F/R*,

decreases as the concentration increases (inset in Figure 22). The decrease in adhesion can be
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accounted for by the intralayer surface pressure, as previously reported for other systems.111-113

It is also likely that differences in surface pressure can explain the differences in the F/R*-

values of the outward jump that occurs in the repulsive region after squeezing out the layers

above their cmc:s (Figure 21). However, the increase in the force required to squeeze out the

layers as the concentration increases is too small to be explained by the increase in surface

pressure (Paper III).

5.4.5 Electrolyte effects

To screen the electrostatic repulsion observed in Figure 21 for the C12E5 and TEDAd systems,

0.1 M NaCl was added to the surfactant solutions (Figure 23). The surface force curves in

water and in 0.1 M NaCl looks very much alike with respect to the steric interactions and

layer compressibility. There is, however, no measurable adhesion between the TEDAd

surfactant layers in 0.1 M NaCl, which was observed in water. What looks like an adhesion in

the inset in Figure 23 is mostly a hydrodynamic interaction as discussed in Paper III. No

adhesion was observed in 0.1 mM NaCl as well.

Figure 23. Interaction forces between hydrophobized glass surfaces across 1 mM TEDAd (F,

A) and 0.8 mM C12E5 (B, G) in 0.1 M NaCl. The inset shows a magnification of the curves at

low forces. The hydrodynamic interaction has not been subtracted and is the cause for the

repulsion above D≈10 nm in the approach force curves (solid symbols), and the attraction

when separating the surfaces (inset, unfilled symbols).
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The reason for this could be an effect of the increased surface charge at higher salt

concentrations (Paper III), which increases the concentration of ions between the surfaces at

the force minimum. The same effect could be the reason for the decreased adhesion observed

for the sugar surfactant systems in 0.1 M NaCl (Figure 6a and 6b in Paper I). However, there

seems to be a negligible effect of the salt concentration on the steric interactions occurring

under higher compressive forces (c.f. Figure 21 and 23).

5.4.6 The effect of charged impurities in the samples

During the work of this thesis, several experimental observations have indicated that there are

charged impurities present in the LABA and C12-maltose ester samples. The impurities are

most likely remains of reactant from the synthezis or products from hydrolysis after preparing

the solutions. These are dodecylamine in case of LABA and dodecylic acid in case of C12-

maltose ester. Examples of experimental observations are the small dip in the surface tension

isotherm for LABA (no dip is observed for C12-maltose ester), the presence of a surface

charge in the SFA measurements for both surfactants (Figure 18), and that the negative charge

on the MASIF surface is lowered by the adsorption of LABA (Figure 6 in Paper I).

The concentration of the impurities is too low to be experimentally observed by for

example NMR or GC, but the surface force techniques are extremely sensitive to small

amounts of charged groups on the surfaces that these will influence the surface forces. On the

other hand, the amount of charges (or impurities) on the surfaces is very low compared with

the area/molecule of the surfactant in the layer. Hence, their presence will hardly influence the

measured attractive force or the short-range steric interaction.

This was tested in a simple experiment with C12-maltose ester. The interaction forces

were first measured in a 1 mM C12-maltose ester solution. Then the solution was exchanged

with a 1 mM C12-maltose ester solution containing a small amount of dodecylamine (Figure

24). The dodecylamine adsorbs to the surface and neutralizes the surface charges on the

silanized glass surfaces and the electrostatic double-layer interaction is significantly

decreased. The adhesion after subtracting the double-layer force is however, not affected by

the presence of the dodecylamine. Hence, the adhesion is mostly dependent on the major

component adsorbed on the surface and the difference in adhesion between LABA and C12-

maltose ester is an effect of the surfactant head-group structure and not due to the small

amount of impurities on the surface.
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Figure 24. MASIF measurement of the force between hydrophobized glass surfaces across a

1 mM C12-maltose ester before (B, G) and after (H, C) addition of dodecylamine. D=0

corresponds to the “hard wall” contact between the surfactant head-groups. Filled and

unfilled symbols represent the curves measured upon approach and separation, respectively.
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6. Physical-chemicalproperties of surfactant-polymer systems.

6.1 Aggregation at the solid-liquid interface

Paper VI is an investigation of the aggregation behavior between a 10 % charged

polyelectrolyte, AM-CMA-10 and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The paper consitutes one

part of a larger study concerned with the effect of the charge density on the aggregation

behavior between polyelectrolytes and SDS. Figure 25 shows that AM-CMA-10 neutralizes

the charges on the mica surface when adsorbed at low concentrations, which is similar to what

was found for more highly charged polyelectrolytes. The adsorbed layer is 5 nm thick and

becomes thinner as the charge density of the polyelectrolyte increases. At higher

concentrations of AM-CMA-10 some recharging of the surface occurs due to additional

adsorption, although the layer thickness is approximately the same. A bridging attraction pulls

the surfaces together from 25 nm. In order to be able to study the aggregation with SDS at the

surface, the common procedure was to replace the polyelectrolyte solution with pure water.

This prevents bulk aggregates to deposit at the surface when SDS is added. Irrespective of the

charge density on the polyelectrolyte, no desorption can be detected when this is done.
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Figure 25. SFA measurement between AM-CMA-10 precoated surfaces in H2O (B, G) and

across a 0.01×cmc SDS solution (F , A). Filled symbols are the curves measured upon

approach and unfilled symbols upon separation.

Figure 25 shows that no aggregation between the preadsorbed AM-CMA-10 and SDS occurs

in a 83 µM SDS solution (0.01×cmc). However, significant aggregation is observed when the
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SDS concentration is increased to the critical aggregation concentration (cac) on the surface,

0.02×cmc, and the layers swell substantially (Figure 26). The layers can be gradually

compressed under increasing forces. This is quite similar behavior to what was found for AM-

MAPTAC-30.114
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Figure 26. SFA measurement between AM-CMA-10 coated mica surfaces across a 0.02×cmc

SDS solution. First approach and separation (B, G) and the following ones (F, A).

At higher SDS concentrations the AM-CMA-10 layers begin to be desorbed by the SDS115

and sudden collapse of the adsorbed layers occurs as they are compressed (Figure 8 in Paper

VI). This behavior is in contrast to what was found for the 100 % charged PCMA47. In this

case the SDS concentration needs to be increased to 0.1×cmc for aggregation to occur. When

the SDS concentration is increased to 0.2×cmc or higher, oscillations are observed in the

surface force curve when PCMA is precoated on the surface. The oscillations have a periodicy

of about 4 nm, which is approximately the size of a SDS micelle. Hence, it was initially

believed that the oscillations were due to the confinement of polyelectrolyte stabilized

micelles, forming a so called bead-and-necklace structure, between the mica surfaces. This

result inspired SANS and SAXS measurements on the polyelectrolyte-SDS aggregates to

examine the structure of the aggregates.
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6.2 Aggregation in bulk

6.2.1 Turbidity measurements

The aggregation behavior between AM-CMA-10 and SDS in bulk was studied in Paper VI by

using turbidity measurements. These are simple measurements that monitors the scattered

light by the polyelectrolyte and SDS aggregates formed in solution. The cac was significantly

lower in bulk than on the surface due to the following reasons: (i) The polyelectrolyte is more

flexible in bulk; (ii) more charges are available on the polyelectrolyte in bulk for surfactant

aggregation; (iii) the counterions will not be confined to an electrostatic double-layer when

the aggregation occurs in bulk as they are when SDS is incorporated in a layer of

polyelectrolytes that neutralize the underlying surface charge. Oppositely to what was

observed on the surface, the cac in bulk decreases as the charge density of the polyelectrolyte

increases from 10% to 100%. The main reason for the lower cac on the surface is that the

layers are significantly thinner for the highly charged polyelectrolytes, which makes it

difficult for the surfactant to compete with the surface for the cationic polyelectrolyte

segments.

At high polyelectrolyte charge densities (60-100%) a solid precipitate is formed at low

SDS concentrations, which is not possible to dissolve even at high SDS concentrations. As the

charge density of the polyelectrolyte decreases an increased SDS concentration is needed to

form the precipitate (typically a ratio [total charge of SDS]/[total charge of

polyelectrolyte]=0.6 is needed) and it is possible to dissolve the precipitate at high SDS

concentrations (at the ratio [total charge of SDS]/[total charge of polyelectrolyte]=1.25).

6.2.2 SANS-measurements

The most important result in Paper VII is presented in Figure 27, which shows the scattering

intensity as a function of scattering vector, q, for a solution containing 0.1 wt% PCMA and

0.5 wt% deuterated SDS (d-SDS). The two curves were measured in two different solvents,

D2O and a 80/20 wt% mixture of H2O and D2O. In D2O, the d-SDS is contrast-matched and in

the solvent mixture PCMA is invisible. A correlation peak is observed at q = 0.16 Å-1 in both

solvents, which shows that the surfactant and the polyelectrolyte are distributed with the same

repeating distances in the aggregates. The position of the correlation peak corresponds to a

characteristic distance in the aggregates of about 3.8 nm. This distance matches the

periodicity in the surface fore curves obtained for the PCMA-SDS system as descibed above.

However there was no evidence for a bead-and-necklace structure of the aggregates.
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Figure 27. Scattering intensity vs. scattering vector for a 1000 ppm PCMA sample and 0.5

wt% deuterated SDS. The curves are measured in D2O (E) and in an 80 % H2O/20 % D2O

mixture (J).

Similar SANS results were obtained for MAPTAC-100, AM-MAPTAC-60 and AM-

MAPTAC-30 but the correlation peak for MAPTAC-100 is located at slightly smaller q-1-

value than for PCMA. The peak moves to smaller q-1-values as the charge density decreases,

i.e. the characteristic distance inside the aggregates becomes larger. The reason for this is that

the volume per charge of the polyelectrolyte increases with decreasing charge density (see

SAXS-section). The peaks are located at the same q-1-value as Peak I in Table 5.

The results for AM-MAPTAC-10 is slightly different in that the correlation peak is very

broad and undefined in D2O when the d-SDS is invisible (which indicates a wide distribution

of characteristic distances between the polyelectrolytes in the aggregates), whereas a more

well-defined peak is observed when the polyelectrolyte is contrast-matched (which indicates a

more well-defined characteristic distance between d-SDS in the aggregates). We believe that

this is also related to the high volume per charge density of the polyelectrolyte and that loops

of uncharged AM-segments protruding out from the aggregate structure formed between the

polyelectrolyte and d-SDS.
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6.2.3 SAXS-measurements

The structure of the aggregates formed at the ratio [total charge of SDS]/[total charge of

polyelectrolyte] = 1 between polyelectrolytes of different charge densities and SDS was

examined with small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). For all samples one or more Bragg peaks

were observed in the SAXS spectra at q > 0.1 Å-1. The spectrum for AM-MAPTAC60/SDS is

shown in Figure 28 and the spectrum for PVAm/SDS in Figure 29. The positions of the Bragg

peaks for all the systems are given in Table 1. No measurements were performed on the AM-

MAPTAC-10/SDS system due to experimental difficulties.

Table 5. Locations of the Bragg peaks in the SAXS spectra.

Peak I
[Å−1]

Peak II
[Å−1]

Peak III
[Å−1]

a
[nm]

MAPTAC-100/SDS 1:1 0.152 0.265 0.304 4.77

AM-MAPTAC-60/SDS 1:1 0.138 0.240 0.277 5.26

AM-MAPTAC-30/SDS 1:1 0.124 0.214 0.247 5.85

PCMA/SDS 1:1 0.164 0.286 0.331 4.42

PVAm/SDS 1:1 0.174 0.349 - 3.61

Three peaks could be observed for the precipitate formed by 30 %, 60 %, and 100 % charged

MAPTAC based polyelectrolytes. The peak positions are located as 4π/ 3a, 4π/a, 8π/ 3a

consistent with a 2D hexagonal structure (eq 17, page 26). The unit cell length a increases

with decreasing charge density from a = 4.77 nm for 100 % charged MAPTAC, a = 5.26 nm

for AM-MAPTAC-60 to a = 5.85 nm for AM-MAPTAC-30. This trend is due to the fact that

an increasing volume of non-charged polyelectrolyte segments must be incorporated in the

surfactant/polyelectrolyte complex. In other words, the volume per charge of the

polyelectrolytes increases with decreasing charge density.

As for the MAPTAC based polyelectrolytes, three peaks are observed in the PCMA and

SDS mixture, also consistent with a 2D hexagonal structure. The unit cell-length a = 4.42 nm

which is somewhat less than the corresponding value for 100 % charged MAPTAC. However,

this is consistent with the somewhat shorter side-chains of PCMA as compared with

MAPTAC (see Figure 10), i.e. the volume per charge is larger for PCMA. Note that the unit

cell-length is larger than the interlayer spacing (=3.8 nm), which is the distance measured

with SANS.
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In the PVAm/SDS mixture two peaks are observed located at 2π/a and 4π/a with a =

3.61 nm. This is consistent with a 1-dimensional lamellar structure but not with a 2D

hexagonal structure as was the cases for MAPTAC and PCMA mixed with SDS.

From the SAXS data, it is clear that the aggregates formed between most of the

polyelectrolytes (PCMA, MAPTAC-100, AM-MAPTAC-60 and AM-MAPTAC-30) and SDS

are shaped as long cylinders packed in a 2D hexagonal pattern. It is reasonable to assume that

the SDS forms these cylinders with the hydrocarbon moieties in the core and the headgroups

located at the surface. The opposite charges of the polyelectrolyte should then be located

adjacent to the negative charges of the surfactant headgroups at the cylinder surface.

  

Figure 28. SAXS spectrum for the Figure 29. SAXS spectrum for thePVA/SDS

AM-MAPTAC-60/SDS mixture indicating mixture indicating a lamellar structure.

a hexagonal structure.
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7. Concluding remarks

This thesis is about the structure-property relationship in surfactant systems. Such

measurements are of course very important in order to understand the behavior of the

surfactant systems and also to be able to effectively synthesize new surfactants for specific

applications. However, to determine these types of relationships, and thus make applicative

improvements is not as easy as it seems for the following reasons:

   i) It is often difficult to change the surfactant structure in one specific way without

changing it in some other way. Take for example the surfactant LABA, which was

chosen to examine the effect of the increased flexibility of the headgroup. Besides the

increased flexibility it also contains an amide group, which has an effect on the

surfactant properties as well, as was shown for the surfactant TEDAd. Hence, one needs

to use more or less straighforward arguments to deduce the effects. For example since

the effect on the packing at interfaces of the increased flexibility including an amide

group (increases adsorbed amount) and the effect of the amide group itself (decreases

adsorbed amount) goes in different directions, it is concluded that the increased

flexibility is the main cause for the increased adsorbed amount for LABA.

   ii) Very subtle changes in surfactant structure can lead to large effects in some physical

properties. Take for example TEDAd and C12E4-ester which only differ in two atoms but

have very different cmc:s, cloud points and melting points, or the difference in

solubility of the two anomers of alkylglucosides. The effect of the change is related to

for example the relative change in critical packing parameter, hydrophilicity/

hydrophobicity or crystal energy.

   iii) There is always the possibility of contaminations in the surfactant samples, which might

influence the results and lead to misinterpretations.

   iv) Surfactants are always used together with a large number of other substances in

commercial products. A lot of research is currently going on about synergistic effects

between two molecules. Imagine the scientific challenge to try to evaluate the

synergistic effects between as many ten or more surface active molecules and polymers

often present in commercial products!
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It is my hope that, despite of the difficulties listed above, this thesis sheds some light of the

structure-property relationships in surfactant systems. I am a little sad that I did not have the

time to do more “practical” measurements using the surfactants studied in this thesis, for

example investigate their ability to stabilize emulsions, dispersions and their foaming

behavior. Hopefully, such measurements will be done in the future if some interested person

comes along, and if so, I believe that the results presented in this thesis will help to

understand these properties. For example, the dispersion, emulsion, and foam stability is

governed by both interlayer forces but also by intralayer forces that prevent the particles to

flocculate or coalesce. Both these properties have been studied in this thesis. In this respect, a

surfactant that would be interesting to try out is an ethoxylated sugar based surfactant, e.g.

ethyoxlated LABA. Such a surfactant will probably give rise to attractive intralayer

interactions but repulsive interlayer interactions, which are properties that would be beneficial

in most surfactant applications. The dynamics of surfactant adsorption is important for

wetting and foaming and these properties have been studied as well.
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